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Preface

"New York, April 9 -- A major experimental program aimed

at reformin doctoral education in the social sciences and the

humanities was announced today by ten leading university graduate

schools* and the Ford Foundation. The program Nvial extend over

the next seven academic years, with the assistance of $41.5 million

from the Ford Foundation, and $160 million of the universities'

own resources and government funds available to them."

'The key to the reform will be the establisment of patterns

of continuous full-tire study and apprentice teaching, in most

cases by a regular four-year program leading to the Ph.D. degree."

So began the lengthy press release issued by the Ford Foundation

in 1967, announcing a major new program designed to reform graduate education

in the humanities and social sciences. The seven year program has now ended;

its results are the subject of this report.

in conducting an evaluation of thP Ford Foundation Graduate Program

(FFGP), I had access to the original proposals submitted by the 10 universities

and to the annual reports and accompanying data submitted by each university;

I did not, however, review the Foundation filez; covering the interal discussion

and review that prPceded the program. Comments on aspect of FFGP will be

* The Universities of California (Berkeley), Chicago, Michigan,

Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, and Corrll, Harvard, Princeton, Stanford, ?nd Yale

Universities.



limited primarily to observations ba:Ied on interviews at the 10 universities.

The data provided by the univ.,irsities was uneven in quality and

coverage, and was insufficient fo- 1 comprehensive evaluation; it was

supplemented, therefore, with flata rom the National Research Council

DoctoratedRecords File. Use or is file made it possible to produce

time series data for 15 years (1. -1974) on median time-to-degree in both

funded universities and in a group qf comparable, but non-funded, institutions.

In addition to the data analyses, Mr. ames W. Armsey of the Ford

Fnundation and I visited the 10 universities during the period October

1975 - March 1976. We met with the current graduate dean and often with

past dPans who had been in office during the program, with the president

in most instruices, and with one or m,-)re faculty members in each of six

supporte' departments. Our departmental interviews generally lasted an

hour, and are the source of nur interpretations of how the program worked

on each canpus. Since we encountered very few individuals who thourzht

that the program had achieved its major objective of establishing a four
1

year norm for PhD completion, the interviews were largely devoted to

discussion oi what went wrong and why, not to a defence of the program.

Several people contributed generously of their time in making this

study possible. Mariam Chamberlain, Program Officer of The Ford Foundation

who administered FVGP, shared her experienvo with us through several discussions,

proir1ded extensive filo:: and dnta, nnd ollrifi d many aspects of the prsgram.

James Armsey provided invaluable backryound on the program, and was a

genial companion on the site visits. His interview notes were a valuable
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addition to my own, adding perspective and insights that I often missed.

The graduate deans of the 10 universities organized schedules for

our visits, often made lodging and luncheon arrangements for us, and were

most cordial hosts. They also provided additional data in several instances,

and generally did everything in their power to see that our questions were

answered. More than one hundred faculty members also gave generously of

their time to help us reconstruct events and be,Ger understand the

program's strengths and weaknesses.

The idea behind the program was, t: some degree, inspired by

Dr. Bernard Berelson, who identified the need to rationalize PhD programs

in the humanities and social sciences in his book, Graduate Edwation in 41e

Wlited States. During the planning phase of the program, Dr.Berelson worked

.for several months with Foundation staff in developing the program design.

A lengthy interview with him in August 1975 was very helpful in both explaining

the thinking that went into the program and in suggesting directions that

the evaluation should take.

Valuable research assistance was provided by Ellie Winninghoff

of Brookings and Vera Bauer of the Ford Foundation. The data file at the

National Research Council was prepared ty Herb Soldz, George Boyce,

and MurielQuinones, withthe cooperation cf Dorothy Gilford and William C.

Kelly of the National Research Council, Commission on human Resources.

Chris Harrison, Marinus.van uer Have, anu Le.,lard S. Starks

did the programming. 41Ihout the valuablE, resour:es of the Doctorate

Records File, a thorough evaluation of the program would not have been

possible.
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Chapter I THE PROwANM

The Ford Foundation Graduate erogram (FFGP) was marked by numerous

unexpected developments in the course of its seven year duration; indeed,

the ironies abound. Although many of the unanticipated events occurred in

the early y-ars of the program (for example, the turn-around in the PhD

labor market and the abrupt shift in federal policy toward reducing graduate

stuaent support), one can find interesting VNists related to the program as

for back as Bernard Berelson's 1960 st&y, Graduate Education in the United

*Ltateg. Since Berelson's analysis and recommendations contributed importantly

Bernard Berelson, Qracluate Education in the United Ste1.21 (New

York: McGraw-Hill, 1960).

to the development of the prcgram, our discussion begins there.

In his book, Berelson discussed the duration of doctoral study at

length, pointing out the differences by discipline and the ambiguity in the

various measures of time to degree (pp. 156.167). Although he argued that

the "PhD stretch-out" had been somewhat exaggerated -- often by confusing

elapsed time from Bachelors to PhD with the actual time spent in working

for the degree -- he did highlight the need to nationalize doctoral programs

in the humanities and social sciences SO that students could proceed

expeditiously to the degree. Citing several reasons for the stretch-out,

Berelson argued that lack of financial support was the most important,

leading to interruptions in continuous, full-time study A). 163).

In his concluding :;ection, Berelson's first three recommendations were:
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"The norm of a four-year doctorate should be enforced by the
universities." (p.234)

"The program for doctoral training should be tightened ." (p. 235)

"The dissertation should be shorter." (p.239)

The Ford Foundatiun Graduate Program clearly had its roots in these

recommendations.

With regard to financial support, however, Berelson did not

recommend a program similar to that supported by the Foundation:

Inv supPort o uuetoral tuu:rxt Luu1ci ee regularized rine

they should be expected to pay more of their own way." p. 242)

As an illustration, Berelson endorsed a program of graduate support similar

to that developed by Robert Lumiansky while graduate dean at Tulane: a

fellowship the first year, reseamh and teaching assistantships the second

and third years, a loan the fourth. Other patterns were clearly possible,

however, as Berelson noted in his concluding comments:

"Whatever tne part3.eulare, ttieee HIV the (:s.3(.ntials: it is highly
desirable that doctoral programs be full-time, continuous, and
expeditious, similar to those of medicine and law; the oplY waY
fur that to halpen ks to p-OLL.gireofthebicinthe

ljusaiez (and that is just, since he will directly
be-*fit.")(p. 244) (emphasis adaed)

In light of subsequeat developments, this summary observation is indeed

remarkable, for FFGP Went a long way toward lightening the financial

burden on selected-students. Berelson clearly dia lot foresee the rapid

growth of federal fellowships and traineeships, nor the possibility that a

major foundation might provide support for a program designed to achieve the

four year norm. It is particularly interesting to nute, tnerefore, that

be thought the four year degree could be achievedwithout large increases
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in fellowship support. Ambiguity regarding thr role of financial support

versus the ro,_e of program reform and rationalization in producing the

four year PhD -- in short, ambiguity regarding how FFGP was supposed

to work -- was present throughout the program's life. Berelson's 1960

observations are not altogether clear or definite either, but it is

significant that his recommendation for the four year degree norm was made

without an accompanying recommendation for a major fellowship program. One

must conclude that he assumed that program reform (his first three

recommendations) would produce much of the desired effect.

Motivation for the Program

Several factors seem to have been important in explaining why

the Ford Foundation derided to launch the $41.5 million effort to

implement Berelson's recommendations. During the early and middle 1960's,

there was widespread concern nationally about a PhD shortage, and many

observors argued that the inefficiency of extendeu doctoral programs served

to reduce the potential supply. Unnecessarily long courses of stutr kppt the

output of departments low and contributed to attrition fi 1 the programs. A8'

a time of severe national need for additional professors to staff both new

and expanding colleges and universities, the graduate schools simply hal to

become more efficient in production; as Don Cameron Allen observed in The

PhD in English and American Literature: "Thine is, eonsequentl: something

wronFT with a system that keeps 00 percent of the males and 9,) percent if the

females in pupil stator> so lonr!."/ book, sponsored by the Modern

/ Don Cameron Allen, The PhD in En6ish and American Literature (New

York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 19( 8), p. 105
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Language Association and published in 1968, is indicative of the spirit

of that time: "The prime recommendation, now blessed by the Ford and

Danforth Foundations, is that the PhD in English be regarded as a four-

year (in-course) degree." (p. 105)

A second factor determining the Foundation's course was a decision

to shift its emphasis in graduate education from student recruitment to

program reform. Between 1958 and 19670 the Foundation spent $52 million

through grants to the Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship program, for the

purpose of attracting able college seniors who were interested in college

teaching into gradaate school. A decision was made in 1966-67 to phase out

support for the Woodrow Wilson program and to allocate approximately the

same amount of annual fellowship support directly to 10 universities as part

of an explicit program to reform graduate education in the humanities and

social sciences. Whereas recruitment was viewed as the major need in the

late 1950's - early 1960's, improved efficienty in graduate education was

seen as the highest priority for the latf. 196G's -early 1970's.

The rapid growth of federal fellewship support in the sciences and

in engineering during the 1960's also suggested a need for greater support

in humanistic fields to balance the heavy outlay in the sciences. Ihe

Woodrow Wilson preEram had included students in the natural sciences; FFGP

explicitly excluded . tudents in those fields.

Assuntions at the Frogrw's

Several critical assumptions were made by those who planned the program:

(1) It vies assumed that t: demand for new PhD's to serve as college

teachers would remain strong for the foreseeable future, and certainly

for 4 peri.od covered by the program.

u
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0 Continuing growth of federal fellowships was asaumed,

particulrrly NDEA Title IV and Title VI awards for students

in humanities, language, and sucial science discip.tines.

Consequently, it was thought that federal dollars would replace

Foundation dollars as FFGP was pha'led out, thereby not causing

any transitional difficulties fur the participating universities.

The Foundation money was viewed as catalytic, in that it could

be used as an incentive for program reform, with benefits

spilling over to students supported on federal ana other grants.

(3) It was assumed that if the four-year degree became the norm

ett 10 leading universities, this would produce comprable reforms

in other universities, as departments elsewhere mimicked the

pacesetters.

(4) Although unstated, there appears tu have heen a presumption that

the efficiency of PhD production in the humanities and sucial sciences

could (and should) be brought into line with that achieved by

physical science disciplines. A common theme in much of the

discussion about graduate education in th( 1960's was the argument

that differeaces in productios efficiency cuulu be traced to

differences in amount and stability of graduate student fiaancial

support. For example, a 1966 study at Berkeley concluded that:

/Tut in commonsense terms the conclusion feTced by these data is

that if you support an historian as well as you support a chemist,

he is as likely as the chemist to succeed in graduate schoo1.'1/

Rodney Stark, "Graduate Study at Berkeley: An Assessment of Attrition

and Duration" unpublished paper, Graduate Division, University of California et

Berkeley, p.32.
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(5) Finally, it was assumed that full financial support for four

years, coupled with curricular reform, would be sufficient to

produce the four year norm (or in a few instances, at least a

year norm).

Events napidly refuted assumptions (1) and (2), for the PhD labor

market was clearly weakening by 1970 -- the December 19(9 M.L.A. meeting

,n Denver was noted for the large number of job applicant: .,crambling around

convention hotels in search of seame interviews -- and the federal govern-

ment moved forcefully to eliminate a wide range of fellowship programs,

including NDEA Title IV awards. In our August 1975 discussion, Bernard

Berelson observed that assumptlen 3), in retrospect, was naive, for the

sheer number of graduate inotitutions in existence by the 1970's made it

highly unlikely that a pattern set by 10 univereities would exere5se much

influence over 150 or more additional oneo. In Berelson's view, that strategy

might have been sue .essful in the period immediately following World War iI

when graduate departmeate, were smaller in nunther and alore closely linked by

porsonal contacts, but was too late by 19(q for this form of mimicry to

have eucceeded, Assumptions (4) and (5) go to the heart of the program, and

their validity will be evaluated at lew-th in later'sectione of this report.

Proceduren Followed at the FOrd Foundation

A brief dencription of' the diseunsion and (levelopment of' the program within

the Foundation and the principal steps towards its implementation is essential

background for later chapters. McGeorge Bundy joined the Foundation as President

in 1966, and one of' his top priorities was a desire to reform and improve
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graduate education. (I was told that Bundy heard Berelson speak at Harvard

in 1960 about his study of graduate education, and the suggestions for needed

reform impressed Bundy greatly.) Soon after his arrival, Bundy hired

Berelson for several months as a consultant to work with other Foundation

staff in developing a program that would replace the grants to the Woodrow

Wilson Foundation. Numerous visits were made to the uriversity campuses

to discuss the proposed program, aud Berelson prepared detailed recommendations

regarding the structure of the program, the selection of participants, and

the close monitoring that he believed would be essential to the program's

success. Foundation man' members were far from unanimous in their enthusiaam

for the program, and numerous objectiwis were raised that had the effect of

complicating and slowing down the grant making. Finally, in December 1966

a decision was made to present the program proposal at the next Trustees

weeting, and the grants were authorized at the Mhrch 1967 meeting of the

Board. The speed with which the final decision was made meant that mar,y of

Berelson's procedural recommendations were swept aside, and the participating

universities had to scramble on sudden notice to prepare proposals for

Foundation action. As a consequence, the formal proposals for grants aver-

aging cver $4 million per university are woefully inadequate documants,

in some cases being little more than long letters from the university

president with a budget tacked on. As an indication of the

suddenness with which the grants were made, one
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university (Chicago) was unable to Lmplement the program in Fall 196y, and

had to use funds in the first year on an ad-hoc basis negotiated with the

Foundation. The decision tomove ahead rapidly in early 1967 got the

program launched, but with substantial costs; aany

of Berelson's recommendations for implementing the program were ignored,

the program's aims and procedures had not been thoroughly discussed and

debated with eaculty members on most of the campuses, and thoughtful,

well-specified proposals vnre not prepared. The program was not begun,

therefore, in a fashion designed to create much confidence in its ultimate

success.

The 10 universities were selected by Foundation staff and asked

to submit proposals; there was no open competition for awards. The funded

universities were chosen for the quality and size of their graduate programs,

since the Foundation's strategy was to implement the program in leading

institutions in the hope that others would emulate them. In addition, the

selected universities had been major beneficiaries under the Woodrow Wilson

Fellowship program, and by supporting them, the Ford Foundation minimized the

disruption caused by ending support for Woodrow Wilson Fellows. Table 1

lists the top 15 universities in number of Woodrow Wilson Fellows enrolled

over the period 1958-67. Had the Ford Foundation simply selected the 10

universities that enrolled the most W.W. Fellows, the list would have been

identical to that actually selected with only one change -- Columbia would

have been included instead of Pennsylvania. Columbia was excluded because

the Foundation had recently made a large general support geant to the

university and did not want to bless that institution so soon with a
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Table 1

Number of Woodrow Wilson Fellows Enrolled, by University, 1958-1907

/ Univerpitm Number

Harvard 1321
Yale 932
Columbia 818
Berkeley 682
Chicago 509
Princetm 497
Stanford 491
Wisconsin 342
Michigan 328
Cornell 299
Johns Hopkins 195
NIT 183
Pennsylvania 182
Indiana 167
North Carolina 162

Source: itlearel.s te Tpuch, unpublished history of the

Woodrow Wilson Fellowship porgram, Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship

Foundation, Princeton, New 4ersey.
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second large award. The reasons for including Pennsylvania are less clear,

since several universities would have had a legitimate claim based on the

number of W.k. Fe)lows (see Table 1).

After the initial grants were made, several of the siaff members who

participated in the planning either left the Foundation or were transferred

to other divisions. Administration of the grants was assigned to Mariam

Chamberlain, Program Officer in the Division of Education and Research, and

she coordinated the program for the entire seven years.-- Dr. Chamberlain,

/ Richard Sheldon, who had previously been involved in the devel-

opment of the graduate education program, worked with Chamberlain over the

transitional period during the first few months of 1967 before joining the

Foundation's Humanities program.

howver, had not participated in theearlier planning, and thus inherited a

program that she had no role in developing.

Whereas Berelson had recommended that the Foundation develop strict

guidelines for the program, and allocate a substantial portion of a staff

member's time to close monitoring activities, these steps were not taken.

The grant letters stiulated only two requirements: that the supported

students not be identified as Ford Foundation Fellms and that their stipends

not exceed amounts paid under-the NDEA P1 program. There was a general

understanding mentioned in each proposal that the purpose of the grant was

to institutionalize a four year degree norm for the PhD and to improve the

preparation of college teachers, but each university was given substantial
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flexibility in pursuing these goals.

During the seven years of the program, the universities submitted

annual reports to the Foundation and four meetings of greduate deans and

Foundation staff were held in New York City from 1968 through 1971. The

annual reports contained, in addition to financial information, considerable

data on the program itself; Mariam Chamberlain and Richard Sheldon devel-

oped a standard reporting form so that the program could be monitored and

tentative judgments formed regarding its effects. (Data collected by the

Foundation are used and discussed in the analytical section of this report.)

Apart from these annual reports, routine correspondence, a few campus visits,

and the four meetings with deans, no further monitoring of the program by

Foundation staff was done.

"Non-Expeilmwtal" latlire of tiw PuezraN

Although many of the faculty we interviewed referred to the "Ford

Foundation experiment," this use of language is inaccurate, even allowing a

loose definition of the term."experiment." Iildeed, I found no evidence

See James A. Caporaso and Leslie L. Roos, Jr. (eds.), Quasi-Experimental

IkuproacheQ (Evanston, Illinois; Northwestern University Press, 1973), pp. 7-8,

for discussion of this terms

that the staff of the Ford Foundation viewed the program as an experiment;

instead, FFGP was a clear attempt to change the behavior of academic

departments permanently with the hope that comparable refoems would be
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adopted by other universities once the pacesettirlg institutions showed the

wry. The program violated virtually every canon of good experimental design,

as a listing of its principa) features makes clear:

1. non-randam selection of universities

2. non-random selection of students to be supported w,thin departments

3. absence of control groups

Li . absence of standardized procedures among universities

5. absence of an evaluation plan specified at the beginning

6. absence of a clear statement of the hypothetis being tested
(or even a clear conception of exactly how the program was
supposed to achieve its goals)

Since the-Program was not intended to be an experiment, it cannot properly

be criticized for not 3-Laving been designed as one; however, the six features

listed above sharply reduce the value of the ex ,Dost statistical evaluation

that can be done. Were one seriously interested in determining the effect

of financial support on graduate completion experimentally, the design would

differ markedly from the Ford Foundation Graduate Program.
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Chapter II )1%1A ANALYSES

In this chapter, statistical results of the program are examined,

drawing on the annual reports submitted to the Ford Foundation and on the

separate Elnalyses performed using Doctorate Records File data. The following

chapter interprets the statistical findings in the light of information

gathered on site visits at the 10 participating universites.

Budgq Analyses

In our August 1975 interview, Bernard Berelson raised a critical

question about the validity of evaluating FFGP -- he wondered whether, in

light of reduced federal support for graduate students in the late 1960's -

early 1970's, the program had actually had a fair trial. He had not followed

th ..! program after it was started, but was aware that the number of federal

fellowships had declined rather than grown as assumed, and he urged that the

budget figures be ?flecked carefully.

Table 2 compares the 10 university budgets submitted to the Foundation

in 1967 with the actual expenditures under the program through 1975. The

10 budgets projected expenditures of $201 million, while actual outlays

totaled $152.5 million, 24 percent less than planned. All but $1.5 million

of the Foundation grants were spent -- Pennsylvania returned $1.0 million

and Berkeley $0.5 million -- so the shortfall can be traced to

reduced outside fellowships and, in some instances, to reduced university

support. (See Appendix A for more detailed budget figures for each of the

10 universities.) The table also shows, however, substantial variation among

t/,: universities in the deviation of actual from projected figures; in two

instances (Chicago and Stanford) outlays exceeded the original budgets,
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Projected Budget*

($ millions)

Actual Expenditures**

($ millions)
Universi.ty Ford
and Govern- Foun-
ment sources da_tiQa121241

: University
and Govern-.

ment sot,ces

Ford
Foun-

tipfl

:Percent
: change

oa1:,; TQ:La 1

Berke1,4 $8.3 $4.3 $12.6 $3.3 $3-8 $7.3 -44%
Chicago 5.1 4.0 9.1 5.3 4.0 9.3 + 2
Cornell 12.8 4.0 16.8 8.7 4.0 12.7 -24
Harvard 9.6 4.4 14.0 4.4 4.4 8.8 -37
Michigan 4.6 4.0 8.6 4.4 4.0 8.4 - 2
Pennsylvania 8.8 4.0 12.8 4.4 3.0 7.4 -42
Princeton 23.0 4.0 27.0 15.7 4.o :9.7 -27
Stanford 9.5 4.0 13.5 12.0 4.0 16.0 +19
WisconsinE( 57.2 4.4 ol.6 41.9 4.4 46.3 -25
Yale 20.6 4.4 25.0 12.4 4.4 16.8 -33

Total $159.5 $41.5 $201.0 $112.5 $40.0 $152.5 -24%

Source: Univers',ty reports to the Ford Foundation.

* Figures taken from proposals to Ford Foundation, 1967.

** Figures r-om final reports to Ford Foundation, 1974-1975.

a/ See explanation for Wisconsin's large university and governmental
outlays in footnote, bottom of p. 19.
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while the shortfalls ranged from an insignificant 2 percent at Michigan to

a high of 44 percent at Berkeley.

In interpreting Table 2, however, we must note that several events

of the late 1960's, including the cutbacks in federal fellowships, the sudden

deterioration in the labor market for PhD's, and the financial squeeze that

hit the univorsities,caused several of the participating institutions to

abandon plans to expand graduate enrollments, and in some instances, led to

actual enrollment cuts. The budgets and enrollment projections wade in 1967

reflected expansionary expectations that turned out to be highly unrealistic;

Table 3 compares the number of supported student years projected under FFGP

in 1967 with the actual number supported. Note that the 24'percent drop in

expenditures (Table 2) was accompanied by a 28 percent reduction in the

number of supported student years (Table 3). In short, the unanticipated

decline in support was roughly matched by a scaling down of planned graduate

enrollments and by a reduction in the number of students participating in the

program. For those students who were supported, the terms and conditions

of the program were not altered, and no university opted out of the program

On the grounds that reductions in outside support or in number of students

participating invalidated the effort. The environment in which the program

was conducted was far from ideal, and differed radically from that foreseen

by its planners; however, an average reduction cf 'approximately 25 percent

from the effort planned in 1967 did not undermine the prog*-am or render an

evaluation pointless. Despite difficult circumstances, the program (and t:Ie

hypotheses on which it *as based) did receive a fair trial:/..
j in later sections of the report I will discuss the data and unique
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Table 3. Compariscn of Pr.-)jc.ted and Actual Student Years Supported Under

the Fellowship Program

Projected

3
Berkeley

110

Chicago W64

Cornell 2,uuk3

Harvard -i.114

Michigan 10800

Pennsylvania 20976

Princeton 4,937

Stanford 3,360

Wisconsin 31,475

Yale 5,672

Total 60,976

Actual Percent Change

2,056 -34%

1,846 - 1

2,195 -18

2,245 -28

a
2,268/- +26

1,626 -45

4,283 -13

3,941 4-17

17,744 -44

50481 - 3

43,685 -28%

Source: University reports to the Ford Foundation

2( Michigan did not report a final figure for total student yea,rs

supported. An estimate was made on the basis of their report that 567

students were supported on the program for an average of four years each.
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circumstances of individual universities. Two comments on Tables 2 and 3

should be made now, however. First, tha University of Wisconsin administered

and interpreted the program very differently fram the other institutions, and

this fact accounts for the disproportionately large numbers reported by

Wisconsia. Whereas most of the large universities reported on only a subset

of their enrollments and financial support, Wisconsin included every graduate

student and every support dollar in its figures.

Second, the budgets and enrollments projected in the 1967 proposals

shoild not be given undue stress, for in most cases they were thrown together

hastily and were not very precise or carefully estimated. In one instance,

the enrollment projections assumed zero attrition frointhe program, a completely

unrealistic expectation. In another case, the university requested $7 million

from the Foundation, and when only $4 million was granted, no revised budget

was subwitted reflecting that change. One reason for this lack of precision

(in addition to the speed with which proposals were requested) was the

absence of an explicit matching requirement of university money to Foundation

money; as Table 2 shows, the rat5o of other sources to Foundation grants in

the original budgets varied from roughly 1 to 1 at Michigan and Chicago, to

approximately 5 to 1 at Yale and Princeton, to Wisconsin's peculiar 12 to. 1.

As far as I can tell, these ratios were arbitrary, and therefore the budget

projections were not subjected to searching scrutiny by either the university

or the Foundation.
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Before we turn to statistical analyses, we must define precisely the

measure that will be reported. There are several ways to measure time-

to-degree, and as Berelson observed in 1960, these ale often confused in

oiscussion.

The drawing below identifies the various measures graphically. The

axis represents years, and the points noted are defined as follows:

BA = date that undergraduate degree is awarded

GE
1

= date of entry in first graduate schoo7 attended

GE
2

= date of entry in second graduate school attended

L = date at which a student ceases to be formally registered

R = date at which a student is formally re-registered

PhD = date that PhD degree is awarded.

Measures of time to PhD degree

L______IL____-

Is

(13:.

c._ars , ___e_/
4GE

1
GE

2 L
11,______ e.-......--.+- ,

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1963 64 65 66 67 68 69 10 71 72
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The example depicted in the drawing describes a student who received a BA

degree in 1963 and a PhD in 1972 (months are omitted for simplicity, although

the data files used in this stildy are broken down by months). The total elapsed

time from BA to PhD (distance A) is 9 years, a measure commonly cited in the

literature, but not used at all in this report. The Foundation program was

not designed to reduce this measure of time to degree.

Our hypothetical student did not-enroll in graduate school until 1965,

noted by GE1. After one year of study, he transferredto a second university

(GE2), and was a full-time student until 1969, at which time he left (L),

perhaps to take a teaching job, before the dissertation was finished, After

teaching for two years, he returned to campus in 1971 (R) to complete the

dissertation, and the doctorate was conferred in 1972 (PhD). This reasonably

common pattern of attendance yields four additional measures of time to degree:

(I) the distance marked B on the drawing, equal to 7 years, which is total

elapsed time from first graduate school entry to PhD; (2) the 6 year period

marked B', from date of entry at the second university to the award of PhD;

(3) the two segments marked C, equal to 5 years, that measure enrolled time

from first graduate school entry to PhD; and (4) the segment marked C/ plus

the final year marked C, equal to 4 years, and measuring the enrolled time

in the university awarding the PhD. Note that the first two are elapsed time

measures and the last two are enrolled time measures. The measure that FFGP

sought to reduce to four years was distance B, the total elapsed time from

graduate school entry to PhD. Students who had undertaken graduate work at

any other university before enrolling at one of the 10 institutions were to

be excluded from the program if they could not complete a degree in a total of

four-five years, measured from the beginning of graduate study. In terms of the

C.

Ew
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drawing, a successful program would have reduced the time from GE1 to PhD to

4 years by eliminating any non-eninlled time and by excluding transfer

students who were not on a four-year.track; elapsed tine and enrolled time

would become identical and equal to 4 years.

In practice, it was not possible to exclude all students who had done

graduate work elsewhere from the program. At three of the universities

(Princeton, Stanford, and Yale), all grauqate students enrolled during the

years of FFGP were guaranteed four years of support; since the Foundation

insisted that individual students not be designated as Ford Fellows, Foundation

support could not be earmarked and all students were vimed by the universities

as on the program, even 1.: they had done graduate work elsewhere. In these

instances, the universities tended to ignore the earlier graduate work,

reporting only time at their own institution to the Foundation.

A different 1-roblem arose at Michigan and Wisconsin where the

Found: mone,,/ was used to support fellowships ia the third and fourth

year. Jtudy, awarded on a competitive basis to students who

were "u!i-track" after the first two years at the institutions. Since awards

were made to third yt,ir students, the exclusion of candidates who had

studied elsewhere but who had established excellent records at Michigan

or Wisconsin was considered unjust, and this regulation became a sore

point between the Foundation and faculty members. ;At Wisconsin, this

rule was a major reason for the English department's withdrawal from

the program after two years, one of the few cases where a department

acutally dropped out.)
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The two sets of problems noted above are specific examples of a

general problem that plagued FFGP -- the difficulty of specifying exactly

which graduate students were (or were not) on the program, and the related

difficulty of determining what set of statistics should be examined to

evaluate it. At the three universities that guaranteed support to all

entering students, this problem was minimized, subject only to the difficulty

with transfer students noted above. At Wisconsin, the program was viewed

as involving every humanities and social science graduate student, el-though

none were guaranteed four years of support upon enrollment, and a ma," rity

did not receive such support. Michigan followed a pattern similar to

Wisconsin's (i.e., special two-year fellowships awarded to third year students)

but carefully limited the reported data to the sub-set of students that

received those awards. At the other five institutions, a sub-set of the e

entering classes received guaranteed four yearsupport (subject to satisfactory

performance), and in these cases, only data on that sub-set of students were

rei,orted. In my 1975 interview with Berelson, I asked him whether an evaluation

true to the spirit of the program should examine only the sub-set of fully

supported students, or whether the performance of entire graduate cohorts

should be assessed. He was c.te outspoken in urging that the evaluation be

made of all the departmenes students, not just the sub-set with gua.,anteed

support. In his view, the significance of the program lay not just in picking

winners and guaranteeing their support but rather in institutionalizing a

new pattern of behavior within the department, so that all students would

be expected to complete in four years, even if that meant substantial borrowing.
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(Remember that his 1960 recommendations for a four-year degree did not rely

on full fellowship support.) he described the fellowship money made available

under FFGP as a "bribe" to interest the faculty in curricular reform and to

encourage them to insist on four-year degree completion. The money was also

supposed to make it possible for a large number of students to study full-time

and complete their degrees expeditiously, thereby demonstrating to both faculty

and students that high quality work can be done in four years. To allow the

universities to concentrate solely on the performanee of the fellowship

students would miss the purpose of the program entirely, for in that case,

once the fellowships were gone) the cepartments could simply lapse back into

their former behavior patterns. The irony is that the majority of

universities disi concentrate on just the fully supported students,

and at most of the universities, the end of the program did mark the

end of faculty interest in the four year degree, just as Berelson feared..-/

2 One of the reasons the Foundatiun did not want a sub-set of

students singled out and identified as Ford Fellows was to avOid precisely

the problem that Berelson mentioned. Unfortunately, the annual report form

developed at the Foundation did allow universities to report on just those

students who were identified by the university as being inL the program.

Consequently, for those universities where only a sub-set of students were

guaranteed four-year support, data were reported for only that fraction of

the entering cohort; infoxmation on the full cohort is not available, a

severe loss to the evaluation effort. (In some instances, the universities

refused, or were unable, to provide data on all of the enrolled students.)
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One cannot eyaluate the program properly by analyzing the experience

of the fuily-supported students alone because of the obvious bias in such a

procedure. Inthose universities where only a percentage of students were

supported, awards were made to the strongest applicants, not randomly. To

compare the performance of the strongest students with Ford support to the

average performance in the department prior to the grant would be inaccurate

and misleading, and yet that is what most departments did in their reports

to the Foundation.

Mat-Elgaligaiga-P-e-Ziga

No fully satisfactory solution to the problems sketched above was

possible. In addition to requiring data on the performance of entire entering

cohorts, comparable data for several years before the Ford intervention was

essential as a check against falsely attributing to the program changes that

may have simply been continuations of an earlier trend.-/ Furthermore a set

The methodological problems encountered in this type of evaluation

research are discussed in the literature under the heading "quasi-experimental

resgarch designs." Excellent survey articles on the most common errors in

evaluation research are found in Janes A. Caporaso and Leslie L. Roos, Jr. (eds.),

9,10_,I,_ssgsialeauthAzoss*-El'aciles (Evanston, Illinois: Northwestern University Press,

1973), particularly the articles by Caporaso, "Quasi-Experimental Approalhes to

Social Science," pp. 3-38; and by Donald T. Campbell, "Reforms as Experiments,"

pp. 187-225. In the present research, I have followed the approach recommended

by these authors insofar as the data allow.
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of control institutions was necessary, again as a check against inaccurate

attribution of effects to the program. The data reported to the Foundation

were inadequate for a proper evaluation for reasons noted above;

fortunately, the National Research Council Doctorate Records File made it

possible to overcome some of the limitations, and I relied primarily on that

source for the statistical analyses that follow.

A proper evaluation requires:

(1) data on the relevant measure of time to degree (GE1 to PhD) for

all of the doctoral recipients of the departments supported under FFGP;

(2) comparable data from a set of universities not supported under

the program (a control group); and

(3) data on time to degree in both funded and control groups for

several years prior to the program and extencdng through its completion.

The Doctorate Records File (DRF) met these requirements. A sub-tape was

created from the DRF covering all PhD's awarded in 10 humanities and social

science disciplines in funded and control universities for the 15 year period,

1960-1974. The 10 disciplines -- English and American Literature, Romance

Languages, Philosophy, German, Classics, Anthropolgy, Sociology, Economics,

Political Science, and history -- provided good coverage of humanities and

social science disciplines, and virtually all of these fields were included

in FFGP at the 10 supported universities. Control groups were created for

each of the 10 disciplines by selecting 12 highest rated departments in

each field that were not in participating universities:2 Since most of the

.2 The ratings were taken from Kenneth Roose and Charles Andersen,

A Rating of Graduate Programs (Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education,

1970).

ellIONNON.1.01=1.11.011=11..O.MY.O. ti
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FFGP departments were rated in the top 20 by Roose-Andersen, the,controls

were selected to be as similar in rated quality to them as possible.-1

2 The non-random selection of participating universities made it

impossible to select a group of control institutions that were similar in

most respects to the supported universities.

In computing the median time to degree for the graduates of a

department in a given year, two methods are possible. The first focuses on

the entering cohort of graduate students, following each student through to

completion and computing the median time for the cohort, while the second

focuses on all PhD degrees awarded in a given year, tracing each recipient

back to his or her year of entry.and computing a median for the group who

received PhD's in the same year./The entry-cohort approach is the correct

An excellent discussion of these two approaches is contained in an

unpublished paper by W. Lee Hansen and Judith S. Craig entitled "Trends and

Patterns in PhD Completion: the University of Wisconsin -- Economics Program,"

Madison, Wisconsin, 1975.

method for evaluating FFGP, provided one could collect such information for

several entering cohorts prior to the program and then for those cohorts

entering under the program. Such data simply do not exist, however, and would

be prohibitively expensive to collect, particularly considering the large

number of departments participating in FFGP. The aegree-award approach is
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distinctly inferior for our purposes, since it is a wasure based on students

from several entering cohorts (e.g., the group receiving PhD's in 1974 will

include students who began in 1970, 1969, 1968, and so forth), but time trends

in this measure will reflect any noticeable drop in median tihe to degree

associated with a major intervention, such as FFGP:-/ No feasible alternative

ji The median computed in this fashion is effected not only by changes

in the distribution of times to degree, but also by enrollment changes. If

no change occurs in the distribution of times to degree; but enrollment expands,

the median will decline with a lag of 4-5 years; similarly, a reduction in

enrollments will cause the median to increase (all else equal) 4-5 years later.

The effect is transitory, vanishing when enrollments stabilize at the new level.

Since most graduate departments expanded in the early 1960's, we would expect

medians in the middle and late 1960's to be lowered by this enrollment effect.

Simulations indicate that the effect is small (less than i year) for plausible

enrollment changes, but the slight U shape visible in many of the following

figures is partly attributable to this enrollment effect.

to the use of DRF data existed, for the data have been centrally collected, are

in machine-readable form, and all of the computations could be made by computer.

Wherever possible, the DRF results are cross-checked with the universities' own

data based on entry cohorts to be certain that the findings are not dependent

upon the particular measurement used.
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Statistical Findings

Even by limiting our invstigation to 10 disciplines. It is impmtical

to present data for each discipline in each university, since that would

require 100 separate panels. Instead, in this chapter we present the data

aggregated in two ways, by discipline and by university. Figures 1 - 10

chart the elapsed time (GE1 to PhD) for each of the 10 disciplines from 1960

to 1974, with the 10 parldcipating universities aggregated into a single grcup

ot funded institutions, and the control departments aggregated into a single

group of control institutions. The contrast between the ten humanities

and social science disciplines and three physical science fields is

demonStrated by Figure 11, which presents median time-to-degree data from

the 10 universities for physics, chemistry, and mathematics. In Figures

12-20, the disciplines supported at each participating university are

aggregated, and the median lapsed time (GE1 to PhD) for each university

is compared with that of Princeton University. (Princeton was selected as the

standard for comparison because it had the shortest time to degree of the 10

institutions.) Data on individual department performance will be introduced

sparingly in the following chapter when we discuss the site visit findings.

In interpreting the figures, tilt: le,rt three yearo (1972, 73, and 74)

ere of most interest since the effect of Lhe program would oe apparent for

the first time during those years. (The first group of students supported

under FFGP began graduate study in 1967. If the program were successful,

and a sharp discontinuity in time to degree began with that cohort, the change

would show up in our data as a reduction in median time to degree for PhD's

awarded 4-5 years later, or from roughly 1972 onward.)
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Liagliagg_jx,Laj2jacliplia.e_g

Fiure 1: English and American Literature.

Median time-to-degree in the funded universities reached its lowest

point in 1967, at 6.5 years, reflecting the experience of entering cohorts

from the early 1960's. After holding steady at about 6.8 years through 1972,

the median increased to over 7 years in 1973 and 1974, just the opposite of

what should have happened had FFGP been successful. In both funaed and

control departments, a general decline in time to degree occurred between

1960 and 1970, years that preceded FFGP. Both funded and control institutions

show the increased time-to-degree in later years, suggesting an influence-

anrelated to the Ford program.

Figure Classics.

Large oscillations are the dominant pattern in this discipline, caused

primarily by the small number of degrees awarded annually. Although the median

hit its low point in 1972 at slightly below 6 years, it rose in both successive

years, reaching a point in 1974 higher than in any year since 1966. These

results run counter to what FEGP should have produced.

Figure 3: German

The value of an extended time series is clearly demonstrated in this

case. The figu'res fur the last three years in the funded universities are

simply a cantinuation of the zig-zag pattern that marks the entire 15 year

period, while the control universities show a steady increase each year

since 1968. had one only compared funaed and control institutions from 1971

forward, one might have concluded that the program had been a limited success;

however, in the context of the longer time series, one must conclude that

FFGP had little, if any, effect.



Figure 1: Median Time to Degree (Graduate Entgy to PhD), in English and
American Literature, 1960-1974
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Figure 2: Median Time to Degree (Graduate Entry to PhD), in Classics,
1960-1974
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Figure 3: Median Time to Degree (Graduate Entry to PhD), in German,

1960-1974
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Figure 4: Philosophy

This figure requires little comment. The steady rise in time to

degree from 6.0 years in 1971 to over 8.0 years in 1974 in the FFGP departnents

is striking evidence of program failure. Ironically, the nate of increase

in time-to-degree in funded universities was much sharper then in the controls.

Figure 5: Romance Languages

Here is the first evidence that io consistent with the hypothesis

that FFGP had an effect in reducing time to degree. The zig-zag pattern

that marked the 10 years prior to 1970 was followed by a steady decline in

the median time through 1974, a pattern not present in the control departments.

At 7.2 years, however, the median was still far above the level sought.under FFGP.

Figure 6: Anthropology

From 1967 forward, the median times show very little change, ranging

between 7 and 8 years, witn no obvious pattern to the movements. No separate

effect of FFGP is apparent.

Figure 7: Economics

One might attribute a small effect to FFGP in this discipline, since

the median time in the funded institutions dropped slightly in the last three

years, more so than in the controls. The declining time to degree, however,

seems to be a long run trend, visible over the full 15 years. The trend in

both funded and control institutions is similar over the period, indicating

that most economics departments have shifted toward more rapid degrees in

recent years.



Figure 4: Median Time to Degree (Graduate Entgy to PhD), in Philosophy
1%60-1974
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Figure 5: Median Time to Degree (Graduate Entry to PhD), in RomanceLanguages, 1960-1974
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Figure 6: Median Time to Degree (Graduate Entry to PhD), in Anthropology,.
1960 1974
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Figure 7: Median Time to Degree (Graduate Entry to PhD), in Economics,

1960,-1974
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ilgure a; History

This field displays a relatively stable pattern over the 15 years,

moving randomly between 7 and 8 years in median time to degree in the funded

institutions, and slightly higher in the controls. No independent effect of

FFGP is discernible.

Figure 9: Political S

The median time to d ree in both iunded and control departments has

moved steadily upward since 1968, with minor exceptions, rising to more than

8 years in the funded institutions by 1974. FFGP clearly did not have the

intended effect in this discipline.

Figure 10; Sociology

This discipline displays a highly erratic patternoin the early 1960's,

attributable in part to the relatively small number of degrees awarded in those

years. Since 1967, median times in both funded and control institutions have

fluctuated between 7 and 8 yeaxs, and were on the increase in the final years

of FFGP.

Figure 11: Physics, Mathematics, and Chemistry

This figure is included to show the vivid contrast between time

to degree performance in the physical sciences and in the disciplines

supported under FRT. One can readily understand why tle sciences were

taken as the model for the Ford program.



Figurc 8: Median Time to Degree (Graduate Entry to PhD), in History,

1960-1974
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Figure 9: Median Time to Degree (Graduate Entry to PhD), in Political
Sciences, 1960-1974
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Figure 10; Median Time to Degree (Graduate Entry to PhD), In Sociology,
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Figure 11: Median Time to Degree (Graduate Entry to PhD), in Mathematics,
Physics, and Chemist.ry. 1960-1974,_
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Summary of Results in 10 Di

In only two fields (Romance Languages and Economics) was there

any evidence consistent with the hypothesis that FFGP had reduced the time

to degree; in the other eight disciplines, the program clearly failed when

measured against that criterion. Even in the two instances where a modest

effect of FFGP is suggested, the median time remained high -- in excess of

seven years in Ronance Languages and six in Economics. Futhermore, no field

besides Economics had a median time below seven years by l74, and in several

cases the median remained above eight years./ The data will not even

j It is obvious that a median time to uegree of 4 years should nut

have been expected, since that would have requireu half the students to

complete in 4 years or less. A median time of 4.!-5.0 ,.c.ars would have

been a reasonable expectation for a successful outcome, since in that

case, at least half the students would :.ave completed in the 4 to 5 year

range. Medians of 7-8 years are hardly consistent with the program's

objectives, particularly when the pattern shows little change over the

15 years studied, and increasing time to .legree in tne later years.

support a modest claim that the results am ambiguous; th. program's

central objective was clearly not achieved.

I.Indings in the Universities

As noted earlier, the following nine figures trace the median

lapsed time (GE1 to PhD) in each of the participatinfi universities, with

Princeton's data used as a common standtird for comparison. Ftr ,a,J1



universi4, aggregate data fer ail 10 di:4eiplines :It% wported

of course, a particular field was not included in i.F(P at a university,

in which case that field was excluded).

Eizur2_12.: Princeton and Berekeley

As remarked ,erlier, Princeton University consistently displayed

the shortest Cdne to degree of any participating university over the 15

years. Rapid PhD completion has been the goal at Princeton for many

years, reflecting a policy laid down by Sir Hugh Taylor when he served

as graduate dean. Even at Princeton, however, the median elapsed time

from first graduate school entry anywhere to receipt of PhD rarely fell

below 6 years, and ironically, this measure of elapsed time increased during

the FPGP sears,.

tbdian elapsed time at Berkeley was generally about two years

longer than at Princeton over this periuu, and thu iierkeley data have a

definite U shape -- declining substantially from the early tc. midale 1960's,

then rising steadily after 1968. By 1974, the meuian elapsed time in the -

8 disciplines supported by FFGP at Berkeley was 9 yearJ, the hignest that

figure had been since 1962.

Figure 13; Chicago

A regre:Isi_on line fit tu Lhe data WOU1'.1 ;;NUIV a :Aehdy

decline in median time from the early 1960's through 1972, followed by

increases in 1973 and 1974, years when FF(T should have had H decided

impact in the other direction. Median time IN the :;upported fields at

Chicago was just under 8 years in 1974.
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Figure 14: Cornell

Cornell cut its median time from over 8 years in the early 1960's

to over 6 years by 1968, with subsequent data moving randomly between

medians of 6 to 7 years. The major change in time to degree clearly

predated FFGP, and the most one can say is that FFGP helped to maintain

the lower timP. No additional effect of FFGP is apparent. By the late

1960's - early 1970's, Cornell's performance was very close to Princeton's.

Figure 15: Harvard

Data for Harvard display considerable stability over the 15 years,

moving randomly between 7 and 8 years. No unique effect of FFGP Is revealed

(or suggested) by the data.

MiMn
The major change at Michigan occurred in the 1960's, as median

time to degree WaS cut from over 9 years to roughly 7 years. During the

FFGP years, no further decline occurred, and by 1973-74, the median had

increased to nearly 8 years in the supported disciplines.

Figure 17: Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania displays a persistent tendency over the 15 years

toward a reduced time to degree, the median falling from over 10 years

in the early 1960's, to over 7 years by 1974. Data for the last 5 years

(1970-1974) do show a steady drop in median time, a finding that suggests

FFGP had an effect in the right direction, even if a 4.5-5.0 year norm

was not achieved.
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Fivre 15: Median Time to Degree (Graduate Entry to PhD), FFGP-
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Figure 16: Medinn Time to Degree (Graduate Entry\lito PhD), FFGP-
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Figure 17: Median 'Time to Degree (Graduate Entry to PhD), FFGP-Supported
Qipoljalines, Princeton and Pearismlvania, 1464-1914,
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Eiglge 18: Stanford

The major change in performance at Stanford was complete by 1964,

when the median fell to a level of 7 years, having been over 9 years in

1960. Since 1964, littl( change is evident, with the median zig-zagging

between 7 and 7,5 years. The most one can say about the effect of FFGP

on median time to degree is that Stanford's performance did not grow worse,

as it did et several other universities in the early 1970's.

Figure 19: Wisconsin

In only one year (1966) did Wisconsin's performance fall outside

a band of 7-8 years as the median time to PhD. No effect of FFGP can be

read into these data.

Figure 20: Yale

- Yale's performance over the 15 years is the closest to Princeton's,

with the median time consistently falling between 6 and 7 years. From 1968

forward, the two 'universitie-. have very similar performance profiles on this

measure. To the extent that any change can be noted at Yale, it would be

that the last seven years (1968-74) wefe marked by a median of roughly 6.5

years, while the preceding eight years averaged slightly higher; however,

no independent effect of FFGP is apparent.

1SlitiatUZL.Q.Litallailg--111-illta0 ULAULT-111-22

Analyzing the data by university revealed no clear successes with

the program. To the extent any general pattern emerged, it was one of

substantial reduction in time to degree occurring in the early and mid 1960's -

well before FFGP -- followed by a tendency for median times to increase slightly

in the early 1970's, when FFGP should have produced the opposite effect.
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Figure 19: Median Time to Degree (Graduate Entry to PhD), FFGP-
Supported piscIplines. Princeton and Wisconsin. 1964-70
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Figure 20: Median Time to Degree (Graduate Entry to PhD), FFGP-
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Striking differences among universities were also apparent, a subject

to be pursued in the next chapter.

Three additional analyses end this chapter. First, data provided

by the universities to the Ford Foundation are presented, since these cohort

data provide a second assessment of the program's effects. Second, the

relationships between elapsed and enrolled time are explored through simple

regression techniques. Finallyl'attrition rates from the program are briefly

discussed.

.collprt Analyses. University reports to the Foundation are the only

source of cohort data on students supported under FFGP; unfortunately, the

quality and accuracy of these data were not uniform, and in some instances

it was-not possible to make sense of the data. (The main problem seems to

have been uncertainty regarding which students were actually on the program.)

Data from five of the universities are presented below, in order to compare

cohort results with the DRF analyses.

Stanford. Every entering student in the relevant disciplines

at Stanford was considered to be on the program since all students

were guaranteed four years of support upon admission. The status of

1967, 1968, and 1969 entering cohorts in November 1975 is presented

in Table 4. Of the 346 entering students in the 1967 coh t, 36

percent had received a PhD eight years later, 35 percent had abondaned

the program, while 29 percent still expected to receive the degree. The

median time to degree for the cohort cannot be computed until the 101

students who still expected to receive degrees as of November 1975 have
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Table 4: Status in NoveMber 1975) of 1967, 1968, and 1969 Entering
Grad a Cilh. ts Su.ser ed under F G at Stan rd n ver

19.6.1_g242111

125 Earned the PbD

120 Abandoned Degree

26 Registered 1974-75

7ime to _Decree

29 PhD's in 4 years

34 PhD's in 5 years

24 PhD's in 6 years

22 PhL's in 7 years

75 Expected to get begree but lb PhD's in 8 years
aut registered in 1974-75

346 in entering cohort 125 PhD's

1(4608 Cohor

112 Earned the PhD

109 Abandoned Degree

33 Registered 1974-75

75 Expected to get Degree but
not registered in 1974-75

11.111110.

'lime to Decree

1 PhD in 2 years

8 PhD's in 3 years

30 PhD's in 4 years

21 PhD's in 5 years

34 PhD's in 6 years

18 PhD's in 7 years

330 in entering cohort 112 PhD's

1262_221=1 Time to Dezree

88 Earned the PhD 1 PhD in 2 years

88 Abondoned Degree 9 PhD's in 3 years

17 PhD's in 4 years
53 Registered 1974-75

36 PhD's in 5 years

95 Expected to get degree but 25 PhD's in 6 years
not registered in 1974-75

324 in entering cohort 88 PhD's
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either earned them or dropped out; we can, however, bracket the

possibilities. If all 101 earn PhD's, then the total deg--es

earned by the cohort would equal 226, making the 113th degree

awarded the median. Since 125 degrees had been awarded by November

1975, the median time to degree for the cohort would be 8 years.

(Fram Table 4, we can see that the 113th degree was awarded in

the 8th year.) Following the same reasoning, if between 50 and 93

additional degrees are earned,the cohort median will be 7 years,

and if less than 50, the median will be 6 years. It see= highly

likely that at least 50 more degrees will be awarded to members of

this cohort (a total of 175 degrees from an entering group of 346 would

represent a "yield" of roughly 50 percent); consequently, our best

estimate of the median time to degree for this cohort would be 7

years, a figure that is consistent with the recent DRF date for

Stanford (see Figure 18).

For the 1968 cohort, a median of 7 years would occur if at

least 189 degrees are ultimately awarded, a "yield" of 57 percent.

Similarly, fbr the 1969 conort, a 7 year median would occur if at

least;177 degrees are ultimately awarded, a "yield" of 55 percent.

;oth of these outcomes seem likely, suggesting that the DRF data

serve as a reasonable proxy for cohort data at Stanford.

A mon direct test of the effectiveness of FFGP is the

percentage of entering students who had earned the degree within

four years. At Stanford, this percentage for each of the first three

cohomts was 8 percent, 12 percent, and 8 percent, while the percentage
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completing within five years was 18 percent, 18 percent, and 19

percent. Clearly, the four year PhD remains an ideal achieved by

vegy few, even with guaranteed support.

Corpell. Cohort data from Cornell were only provided through

November 1973 (Table 5). Fromthe 1967 cohort, 14 percent had earned

the PhD within 4 years, and 25 percent had the degree within 5 years,

higher proportions than at Stanford. The median for the cohort cannot

exceed 6 years, since the number of potential degree recipients

remaining is less than 72; a median of approximately 6 years seems

likely. This estimate is consistent with recent median times computed

for Cornell from DRF data (Figure 14), indicating that the two methods

for computing median times to degree yield roughly similar figures at

Cornell.

The 1968 cohort also produced 14 percent and 25 percent with

degrees in four and five years respectively. With 69 students from

this cohort still pursuing the degree as of November 1973, the cohort

median will probably be about 6 years.

Yale. Data for the 1967, 1968, and 1969 entering cohorts at

Yale are presented in Table 6. Unfortunately, Yale did not provide

complete information on time to degree for its PhD recipients; for

example, 122 students who entered in 1967 received degrees within

6 years, but of that number, the university did not report how many

were earned in 4 and 5 years time. Based on the data, however, final

cohort medians for all three groups are virtually certain to fall.

below 7 years, and will probably be about 6 years. The DRF data

for Yale report a median of roughly 6.5 years since 1969 (Figure 20),
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Table 5. Status (in November 1973) of 1967 and 1968 Entering Graduate

19.67-.Ceshazt

72 Awarded PhD

56 All but Dissertation

5 Enrolled

83 Abandoaed Degree

mommummom

Time to Degree

8 PhD's in 3 years

23 PhD's in 4 years

23 PhD's in 5 years

18 PhD's in 6 years

216 in entering cohort 72 PhD's

1940CW4QX1 Time to Degree

47 Awarded PhD 1 PhD in 2i years

. 54 All but Dissertation 6 PhD's in 3 years

15 Enrolled 20 PhD's in 4 years

74 Abandoned Degree 20 PhD's in 5 years

190 in enteriag cohort 47 PhD's
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Table 6. Status (in January 1975) of 1967, 1968, and 1969 Eatering
Graduate Cohorts Supported under FFGP at Yale Univer;IV

.1aW_Laall

164 PhD's

11 Now enrolled, working on degree

84 Not registered but w :kingondegree

13 Transferred to other graduate and
professional schools

82 Have given up graduate study

Time to Degre

122 PhD's in 6 years

42 PhD's in 7 years

r1.1111
354 in entering cohOrt 164 PhD's

1968 ohort

160 PhD's

29 Now enrolled, working on degree

147 Not registered, but workingon.degree

12 Transferred to other graduate and
professional schools

91 Have given up graduate study

Uwe to Degree

93 PhD's in 5 years

67 PhD's in 6 years

439 in entering cohort 160 PhD's

.19161...Lahua

100 PhD's

70 Now enrolled, working on, degree

105 Not registered, but working on degree

11 Transferred to other graduate and
ppofessional schools

88 Have given up graduate study

374 in entering cohort

Znie t."QDe_gzs.

100 PhD's in 5 years

6 u
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and thus may overstate the cohort median by approximately 4 year.

The 1968 and 1969 cohort data indicate that 21 percent and

27 percent of the respective entering groups at Yale earned the PhD

within 5 years.

Xichizau. Students at Mdchigan were not guaranteed 4 year

support ppon admission; instead, funds were awarded competitively

to third years students who had completed the first two years "on-

track." The status of the 567 FFGP awards at Michigan is reported

in Table 7. Tne university did not report a distribution of time

for those behind schedule, but these data do highlight a major

stumbling block to rapid degree completion -- the dissertation.

Under the Michigan program, awards were made to students who had

completed thpir course work on schedule, and who were recommended

for dissertation support by faculty who had observed the students'

performance for two years. Uncertainty associated with the

selection process should be much reduced when dealing with third

year rather than first year students, and yet a majority were behind

schedul The ability to predict which students will be able to

produce ..sertation in a reasonable amount of time is apparently

subject to considerable uncertainty.

Pennsavarlia. The data for Pennsylvania (Table 8) provide

a good example of the problems confronting statistical evaluation

of FFGP, given the non-experimental nature of the program. Unlike

Stanford and Yale; where all entering students were supported, or

Cornell, where over 80 percent were supported, at Pennsylvania, less
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Table 7. Status (in Fall 1975) of Students Supported under FFGP at the
University of Michigan_

Number of PhD's awarded

on schedule 115

behind schedule 1,31

Rumber currently enrolled

on schedule 83

behind schedule 221

Abondoned program

21+6

3014

17

Total awards 567
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Table 8. Status (in November 1975) of the 1967 and 1968 Entering Graduate
Cohorts ed ux de FFGP at Pennaylyania

1.217-Laal1

70 PhD's awarded

38 Actively working on degree

97 Abandoned program

smopsimmommwaronle

Time to JagLes.

18 PhD's within 4 years

17 PnD's within 5 years

17 PhD's within 6 years

14 PhD's within 7 years

4 PhD's within $ years

205 in entering cohort 70 PhD's

3,968 Cohort

40 PhD's awarded

,13 Actively working on degree

53 Abandoned program.1

Time t9 Degre

23 PhD's within 4 years

11 PhD's within 5 years

5 PhD's within 6 years

1 PhD within 7 years

116 in entering cohort 40 PhD's



than 50 percent of each entering -lass were supported, and only data

for that subset of students were reported to the Foundation. We have

seen earlier (Figure 17) that median times to degree at Pennsylvania from

the DRF never dropped below 7 years; however, cohort medians based on

the subset of supported students (Table 8) will clearly be lower, probably

6 years for the 1967 cohort, and 5 years for the 1968 cohort. Since the

DRF data diverge markedly from the cohort data for the subset of supported

studentslithat are we to conclude?

First, where only a percentage of the entering class is fully

supported, with awards distributed not randomly but on the basid of

merit, the experience of that subset alone tells us very little about

the impact of financial support on time to degree. Some humanities

and social science graduate students have always managed to complete

the degree in 4 to 5 years; where only a percentage of the entering

class was supported (as at Pennsylvania), the necessary experimental

design would have required comparable data on that same quality-ordered

percentage of prior entering classes 83 the relevant comparison group.

(Alternatively, the awards could have been distributed randomly among

the enteringclass, allowing cuparisons :letween supported and

non-svoported students.) In the absence of a proper experimental

design, one cannot say anything definitive about t'le impact of

financial support on time to degree,,based on the dal,a in Table 8.

What one can say is that in 1967 the departments at Pennsylvania

identified 205 "best-bets," put money on their heads, and eight years
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later, 35 of those students (17 percent) had earned degrees in 5

years or less, 70 students in all (34 percent) had earned degrees,

38 were still working, and 4early half of this select group -- 97

students -- had dropped out.

Second, given the selection bias and absence of an experimental

design in those cases where only a subset of students was supported,

the best test of theprogram is found in those universities where all

students were guaranteed *support -- Stanford, Yale, and Princeton.

Usable cohort data from Princeton were not available, but we have

examined the outcome of full, four-year support at Stanford and Yale

(Tables 4 and 6). Tilq rsults at Vlepe t uiversiti's 41olgad

permanently put to rest the view that humanities and social

ncei.iac ricore a.a e e t

amglialtissLialuly_ky_jusayi=g_Ille.ha lath eauivale4t amounts of

graduate student financial sukport

Third, it must be remembered that the Ford Foundation did

not spend $41 million on an experiment; instead, tali? Foundation wanted

to effect a permanent change in the performance and approachtograduate

education in the humardties and social sciences. The acid test of

FFGP, therefore, is whether any significant change in departmental

performance (as measured by time to degree) occurred in response to

the program. The data reviewed in this chapter are clear and

uLambiguous; the program failed in its central purpose. Reasons for

the failure will be discussed in subsequent chapters.
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Relationships between Elapsed and Enrolled Time

One way to think about the Ford Foundation program is that it

attempted to reduce elapsed time to degree by modestly increasing enrolled

time. With four years of support, students would be able to complete

the dissertation in residence, rather than be forced to seek employment

after comprehensive exams,and finish the dissertation on weekends and

summers over several years. Since financial support for graduate students

generally increased during the 1960's, topped-off by the Ford Foundation

grants at the end of the decade, one might hypothesize that the following

relationship would hold:

Median
time
to

degree

b'

1960 1965 1970

a'

Elapsed time

t\

Enrolled Time

Year
t of

1974
PhD
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Consider two groups of students, those who received PhD's in 1965 and

in 1970. The hypothesis is that the first group had a shorter enrolled

time (aA(a'), and consequently a longer elapsed time (b>13'). The implied

functional relationship is:

Median Elapsed Time f (Median Enrolled time)

where an increase in enrolled time causes a decrease in elapsed time.

The Ford Foundation program was based implicitly on this relationship,

and in particular, on the limiting case in which enrolled time equals

elapsed time.

Data from the DRF were tiL:eu to test this relationship in each

of the 10 discipline:, covered by this study. Fifteen observations were

available for each discipline, and ordiaary least square regressions

were applied to the conventional linear model./ Results for the 10

The ee.ression model was MLT = a + b MET + u, where

MLT = Median Elapsed Time, MET = Median Enrolled Time.

disciplines are reported in Table 9.

Coefficients for the independent variable (median enrolled time)

were statistically significant ix seven disciplines (the first seven listed

in Table 9), but only in the case of economics was the relationship as

hypo-.hesized, i.e., coefficient negative. In the other six cases, the

relation was reversed, and longer enrolled times were associated with

longer elapsed times. All five of the humanities disciplines followed

this latter pattern.
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Table 9. Estimates of the Relationship Between Elapsed Time and Enrolled

Dependent Variable
(Mbdian Elapsed Time)

Constant Independent Variable
(Median Enrolled Time)

Economics 20.7 -2.88

(7.80)* (5.19)*

English -3.70 +2.09
(0.84) (2.54)

Romance Languages 0.20

(0.39) (13.98)

Philosophy 0.40 +1.28
(0.22) (3.68)

German 0.26 +1.35
(0.47) (12.04)

Classics 0.67 +1.21
(0.45) (4.30)

Sociology 0.75 +1.21
(0.26) (2.49)

history 7.61 0.02

(5.43) (0.09)

Anthropology 9.61 0.28

(3.09) (0.52)

Political Science 7.11 0.08
(4.52) (0.27)

* Numbers in parentheses are t statistics.
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Although necessarily speculative, an in'ueresting explanation for

these results can be offered. Of the 10 fields, only economics has come to

resemble the physical sciences in the organizati)n and method of graduate

education. Dissertations are increasingly done as part of a funded

research project, involving faculty and several graduate students. An

additional year spent on campus can be productively devoted to completing

the dissertation, in a social setting that is supportivt: of that effort.

The research environment that has long been the key to successful

dissertations in fields such as chemistry and physics hes been emulated

in economics to a greater degree than in any of the other 9 disciplines.

By contrast, doctoral work in the humanities is not organized

around group,research pro:ects, remaining instead the luaely exercise

of solitary scholars. In such fiats, an extra year on campus may fail

to be productive, l'or much of the student's time may be spent serving

as a teach:ug assistant or in other activities that du not contribute

to completing the dissertation. The data in Table 9 suggest that, on

average, every additioual year of enrolled time in the humanities adds

between one and two years to total elapsed time. For example, in philosophy,

median elapsed time (MiT) . 1.28 X median enrolled time (NET), yielding

The constant is not significantly different from zero.

the following results:
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Note also that the three fields that showed no systematic relation-

ship between elapsed and enrolled time were social sciences, where the

research style of the sciences has made inroads, but not to the same degree

as in economies. Only sociology broke this pattern, displaying the same

relationship between elapsed and enrolled time as the five humanities

disciplines.

do not think that too much can (or should) be made of this analysis;

however, it is intriguing to note that the systematic mlationships present

in the data do lend themselves to a plausible explanation. As the site

visits made clear, the nature and organization of graduate education in

the various disciplines have much more to do with time to degree and

attrition than does the amount of money available to support students.

The present analysis, although only suggestive, is consistent with that

observation.

JUlatia_saa_Attailioa

The cohort data in Tables 4-8 demom.trate clearly that attriLion

from doctoral programs remained high, even among the select group that

received guaranteed four year support. Attrition rates of 50 percent or

more would be a scandal in any professional school, but seem to be accepted

in doctoral education as part of the natural order. Berelson's discussion

of the topic was brief, and his attitude complacent (Berelson, pp. 167-171);

he did not view attrition as a particularly serious problem.

This attitude obviously prevailed in FF0P, for attrition was not

an explicit focus of the program. (Of course, ic Was reasonable to assume

that reforms to reduce the time to degree would also cut down on attrition.)
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I have written extensively on the subject of attrition elsewhere,/ and

David W. Breneman, Ils - Ike -

.Pepartmental Behaxipr, unpublished PhD dissertation, University of

California, Berkeley, 1970.

in mu view , the emphasis of FFGP was misplaced. Attrition, I believe,

is a more severe problem than time to degree, and an opportunity was

lost under FFGP to explore ways in which attrition could be reduced.

At the very least, it is sobering to consider that a substantial

part of the $152.5 million of student support under FFGP was spent on

students who did not receive degrees. Since attrition rates remained high

even when four years of support was guaranteed, more cost effective ways

to allocate fellowship money surely exist. Money spent on entering students

carries the greatest risk of loss, and can only be justified if the

principal purpose is recruitment. Measured in terms of dollar outlay

per PhD produced, I believe that final figures, if collected, would show

that Michigan and Wisconsin ran the most cost-effective programs, since

FFGP awards were not made to first or second year students.
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Chapter III THE OUTCOMP; SITE VISITS

This chapter presents findings from site visits conducted at each

of the 10 supported universities. Our purpose ir making the visits was to

"get behind the numbers" in order to understand how the program was imple-

mented an the several campuses, and %Iv it had so little effect. Several

common themes energed frol the So+ interviews, and these are presented

first, followed by brief accounts for each university.

Common Themes

(1) Although there were exceptions, the vast majority of faculty

and administrators agreed that the timing of FFOP could hardly have been

worse. Within two years of its start, many of the key assumptions on which .

the program was based no longer held; the labor market for college teachers

was clearly shifting toward excess supply, and federal fellowship programs

were being dismantled, not expanded. One of the major justifications for

the program -- the shortage of college teachers -- was undermined, and the

motivation of faculty and students fell victim to that change. By 1970,

the program no longer had a valid purpose in the eyes of most faculty, and

they lost whatever interest they may have had in the program's success.

The severe disruption of university life caused by the war in Viet,

namo and the related radical attack by students on all aspects of estab,

lished society that so dominated the late 1960,c - early 1970'so also helped

to doom the program. In those heady and riot-torn years, who could have

cared about an orderly attempt to produce Ph.D.'s quickly and efficiently?

The emotional energy of faculty and students was concentrated elsewhere,
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and this was particularly true at leading universities and among faculty

and graduate students in the humanities and social sciences. One need

only remember the late 1960's headlines from Berkeley, Cambridge, Madison,

Ithaca, and New Haven, to realize that FFGP did not have a chance in that

environment. (Ot course, the outlines of campus strikes and pitched

battles with police were only dimly visible in 1966, when the program was

being planned.)

The timing also suffered in that financial support for graduate

education wa t. still abundant in 1967, and many faculty viewed FFGP as just

another program in a seemingly endless string of grants to universities.

The attitude on some campuses was arrogant, as if the grants were little

more than the proper tribute of a grateful society. Seven years

later, the last payments of Foundation money coincided with the end of most

federal support programs, giving rise to further complaints about the bad

timing of FFGP. The Foundation would have had greater leverage with the

grants had the awards been made either in 1960 or in 1975, when they would

have loomed larger and been more appreciated.

(2) The influence of the changing labor market was mentioned in

virtually every interview as a major cause for the program's failure. Most

faculty think that students slowed down in their work as the labor market

weakened, in or4er to postpone the inevitable - but painful - plunge into

the pool of unappreciated and unwanted job-seekers. In recent years,

furthermore, one had little hope for a job without the degree in hand, and

a publication or two (or a book stemming from the dissertation) was also

helpful. It is widely believed that these changing market forces produced
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polished dissertations, hence slowing dawn time to degree.

There is a certain irony to these arguments, since the booming

market of the mid 1960's was alleged at that time to be a major cause of

Ph.D. "stretch-out," as students were lured away from graduate school

before they could finish their dissertations. One of the ways FFGP was

supposed to work was by redueinr the financial incentive to leave campus

early, i.e., by increasing enrolled time, the program would reduce elapsed

time. Similarly, during our interviews, a few faculty members argued that

the declining market (and prospects for further decline) ahould have in-

creased the iLcentive to finish up quickly before the market turned even

more sour. One can argue plausibly on both sides of this issue, although

the datt. presented in Chapter II (Figures 1-20) generally support the view

that time to degree is shortened when labor markets are strong, and stretches

out when markets are weak. Without having seen these data, most.faculty

share this view.

(3) One of the ostensible goals of FFGP was to improve the prepara-

tion of graduate students for teaching careers by incorporating teaching

experience into the graduate program in a planned and supervised fashion.

It was clear, however, from our interviews that this objective was either

misunderstood or simply ignored by the vast majority of departments. We

found no evidence of any carefully designed or well conceived attempts to

make the apprentice teaching experience more valuable or productive.

(Where serious interest in teacher preparation was present, FFGP was not

the cause.) The major effect of the additional money was to reduce the
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experience entirely.

(4) Economics is the anly discipline'of the 10 we included in this

study where wide agreement exists within the profession thai, a four year

Ph.D. is both desirable and feasible. In virtually all departments, the

program is organized around two years of course work and two years for

the dissertation. In the other 9 disciplines, FFGP seems to have strength-

ened most faculty members in their belief that a four year degree is edu-

cationally unsound. (Faculty at Princeton University represent the major

exception to this statement, and we encountered6individual faculy members

elsewhere who ccntinue to support the concept of a four year degree. The

overwhelming weight of opinion, however, was negative.)

Among the common reasons given to justify five (or mare) years as

a minimum for the Ph.D. were:

(a) In the social sciencesoparticularly anthropology and some

branches of sociology and political science, a year or

more of field work is often required, and course work, field

Aork, and dissertation cannot be completed in four years.

(b) In histo y, access to archival material ,s essential, and for

other than American historians, this ofteL requires travel

abroad. Good command of one or more foreign languages is

also a common requirement, and maLy students lack such skills

when they begin graduate study. History, as one scholar put

it, is a "ruminative disciWne," and cannot be runhed.

(c) In the languages, there is a large and reasonably fixed body

of literature that must be mastered by anyone who would strive
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for the Ph.D..0.and the compromise necessary to turn

peOple out in four years comes at too great a cost in

quality.

None of these obseiTations is new; each of these considerations would

clearly have been at'issue in 1967 when the program was started. One con-

eludes that some.departments accepted the Foundation's

money knowing full well that no major change in

curriculum or in time to'degree'would occur. This possibility could have

been reduced if the Foundation had included departmental representatives

in the negotiations, or if effective check points had been built into

the program, or if clear lines of accountability had been established;

none of these measures was taken.

One effect of the program is clear. There are now a great many

faculty members in leading humanities and social science departments who

are firmly convinced that a four year degree in their disciplines is un-

sound. Whereas before FFGP, they may have held this belief, they now

cite their experiences under the program as proof positive. For that

reason, future reform in these disciplines will probably be harder.

(5) There was a general sense in many of the departments that

\ guaranteeing students four years of support upon entrance produced a num-

\ter of bad effects, and was not a good strategy. Where all entering stu-

dents could not be supported, problems of equity and "second class citi-

zenship" arose, particularly when students without support outperformed

th e with support. For some students", guaranteed support eliminated the

nicessary spur of comretition, and they tended to scrape by, knowing their
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support was assured, and not contingent upon high standards of performance.

In other instkances: faculty we interviewed thought that the four year

guarantee actually slowed students down; "With four years underwritten in-

advance, why rush?" While all departments now are concerned by the lack

of fellowship money, few would argue for a return to the four year guarantee

upon admission.

(6) The dissertation is clearly the part of doctoral programs

that renderc student performance unpredictable. Spurred by FFGP, many depart-

ments old establish more regular patterns for course work and examinations;

requirements were set forth in writing that most students could be expected

to complete VI 2-3 years. The major achievement of FFGP occurred in this

part of the program. Nothing much was done, however, to improve performance

an the dissertation, nor was much attempted. We found no evidence that dis-

sertation requirements had been changed, nor that imaginative ways*to

involve.studr-nts and faculty jointly in research had been explored. With

tnis critical part of the doctoral program left untouched, time to

aegree and attrition were not likely to change by much.

(7) The progra- sufferc'l in nu.nerous instances from poor communica-

t:,I. t)etween F(,undation personnel and the deans, between deans and department

ana Detween chairmen and other faculty and Audents. The four

meetings at Foundation headquarters in New York City, for example, gave rise

to several misunderstandings, or apprehensions, about the -oundation's expec-

tations. At one meeting, a dean asked what could be done if the university.
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were not able to match the For money as outlined in the proposal. One

of the Foundation officers answered abruptly that if that happened, the

Foundation money would have to be returned. This offhand comment un-

nermiseveral of the deans ( ersions of this story were told to me at

several cavises, so the incident obviously had an impact), and several

deans concluded that Foundation officials weren't aware of the financial

problems on the campus, caused by cutbacks in federal support. Afraid

that further discussion of possible program changes might jeopardize the

grants, the deans were reluctant to propose alternatives to the Foundation

_;70,' all parties knew that the program was poorly timed and that changes

were called for, but instead of open discussion, everyone kept quiet and

rode the grants through to completion. An opportunity to think creative-

ly about changing the program was lost, in part because of the deans'

wariness toward the Foundation.

On the campuses, the program was subject to numerous misunderstandings

ane misinterpretations. Mhny faculty members thought that local regulations

imposed by the dean were required by the Foundation; in several cases, the

dean encouraged that belief. One of the Foundation's few stipulations - that

the recipients not be singled out as a select group - was violated at several

universities, in large measure, I believe, because the faculty did not under-

stand the reason for the Foundation's policy. Whereas the Foundation was

trying to encourage a new approach to doctoral education symbolized by the

four year Ph.D., many faculty members interpreted the program as an experi-

ment to test the effect of financial support an time to degree, while others

simply viewed it as another fellowship program. Other examples of this
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problem will be noted when we discuss individual universities; the main

point, however, is that the program was plagued by various mic,...aderstandings

regarding its purpose and procedures, and these misunderstandings contributed

in various ways to tae program's failure.

(8) Finally, many faculty memters said that the program helped

their department to recruit better graduate students than before (although

this is hard to understand, since their major competitors also had Ford

grants). A commcnly 'xpressed worry now is that graduate education, particu-

larly in the humanities, may be limited primarily to the sons and daughters

of the wealthy, and that such a trend would be harmful to the vitality and

diversity of the disciplines.

We turn now to brief comments on the experience with the program

at dach of the 10 universities.

Berkeley. Eight disciplines were included under the Ford grant

at Berkeley (English, Comparative Literature, Pailosophy, History: F3onomics,

Sociology, Authropology, and Political Science), and these were chosen by

the Dean and Chancellor as strong departments that were willing to develop

programs that could be completed in "five years or less." (Jerkeley ap-

parently negotiated a separate five year target with the Foundation). The

money was used by departments to recruit Special Career Fellows, the Berkele,

name fox the program.

At Berkeley, if a Special Career Fellow dropped out, the remaining

stipend money reverted to the Dean's office for assignment elsewhere. Sev-

eral faculty members commented that this policy was flawed in that there was

no incentive to counsel marginal students with Ford support out of the pro-

gram, since the money and enrollment count would be lost to the department.
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The guaranteed support also operated as an incentive to the students to

stay in tne program, even when their chances for finishing looked dim. The

result was that many students stayed on too long, and never received degrees.

Removing stipend money from a department when a student dropped out, however,

was the most potent sanction that the dean had at his disposal.

Of the six departments that we visited, only two (Itaitical Sdience

and Sociology) made any curriculum changes in response to FFGP. The political

Science department experimented with a five year program based on individual-

ized instruction, and dropped it quick],y as "educationallY unsound." The

department is now of the opinion that six - and preferably seven - years

should be the norm for the Ph.D. Sociology worked out a more structured

program and formed a committee to track student progress, but the program

foundered because of the disruptive effects of the Vietnam era. "The pro.

gram was an attempt to impose (L.Jcipline at a time when all discipline was

being challenged."

The concept of a four (or five) year norm did not catch on at

Berkeley except in economics, where that trend was nation-wide, Other parti-

cipating departments now consider five to seven years as both reasonable and

proper, and some departments never seriously tried for a more rapid degree.

As one observer at Berkeley noted, "History didn't tilink it could be done,

made no effort to do it, and didn't do it. Philosophy thought it could be

done, made no effort to do it, L.Ld didn't do it."

Several administrators argued that the program was based on a

false premise; in their view, attriti- , not time to degree, was (and is) the
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real problem. There was also some bitterness that the Foundation wou'd not

allow a no-cost extension to the grant. That this issue was not checked

out with tbe Foundation until too late, I attribute in part to the unfor-

tunate tendency, noted earlier, not to talk openly with Foundation staff

about tbis troubled program.

In the eyes of many faculty, the program never had a chance for

success at Berkeley because of the state of siege that prevailed on that

campus during much of those seven years. As a gradukte student there myself

from 1966-1970, I can attest to the truth orthat comment.

Chicago. The University of Chicago, like Berkeley, also limited

the participating departments to eight - Classics, English, Romance Languages,

German, Philosophy, Economics, Political Science, and History. These eight

departments were selected by the administration (Edward Levi, Robert S)trieter,

and Gale-Johnson) on the basis of quality and willingness to try to achieve

the four year Ph.D. (Several Chicago departments refused to enter the pro-

gram, not agreeing with its purpose.) Since the Ford dollars in these two

universities were concentrated in a much smaller number of departments, one

might have expected better results at Berkeley and Chicago than elsewhere;

the data in Chapter II, however, do not support this hypothesis.

At Chicago, the program ran for an eighth year, since the speed with

which the grant was made in 1967 prevented the University from implementing

the program effectively until 1968. Originally, the University 'Id planned

to use the maaey for third and fourth year fellowships, but thi,i .Jlicy was

changed early in the program to allow support for first and second year stu-

dents as well. The change was made largely for competitive reasons to
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enhance Chicago's recruiting, but a secondary factor was the greater ease

of finding other sources of support for third and fourth year students.

After the fact, several of the faculty we interviewed were critical of the

support given to eitering students, since it was very difficult to identify

the best students n the basis of undergraduate credentials.

The prine pal reform enacted at Chicago was the specification of

definite deadlines er the several etages of the program - course work,

examinations, dissertation. Before FFGP, most departments did not enforce

any time requirements; after it, they did (although with numerous exceptions

ma( ' few i dividlal students). The University requires each doctoral student

to register for 27 courses, including the dissertation in idhat number; before

FFGP, many departments had interpreted the rule to mean 27 formal courses,

not counting any dissertation work. FFGP provided a stimulus for some rational-

ization and clarification of these requirements, although we did not encounter

any striking instances of curriculum reform. In the Political Science depart-

ment, for example, deadlines were imposed on the existing doctoral program,

and students were pressured to complete an unchanged set of requirements in

a more rapid time. Not surprisingly, this poliey caused great unhappiness

in the department among ben,h students and faculty, and FFGP is viewed with

considerable bitterness in that department.(We had been told earlier

that Political Science had given the deans the most trouble under the pro-

gram, by not taking the commitments seriously.) In this instance, the depart-

ment had no intention of altering the requireff-nts for the degreeveand simply

tried (unseccessfulLy) to preesure students into a faster pace. It was unclear

to us wheiher the department simply failed to understand that curriculum
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change was the key to the program, or whether it was assumed that better

support plus specified deadlines would do the trick. This example typifies

the misunderstandings and failures of the program as it was implemented on

many of the campuses. Although the objectives were clear and understood

(and even that level of agreement was by no means universal), there was a

failure to agree in advance on the changes that would be required to meet

those objectives. Thus the dean blamed the department for failing to meet

its "commitments," while the department blamed the program for being mis-

guided and educationally unsound.

Another area of conflict between program and university objectives

at Chicago was the expectation that students be given systematic nd super-

vised teaching experience. It has been a long-standing policy at Chicago

not to use graduate students as teaching assistants, and the President,

Edward Levi: was not about to change that policy in response to the Founda-

tion's program. Consequently, there simply was no teaching experience built

into the program; the relatively small sums reported to the Foundation under

the teacning assistc't heading represented estimated earnings of graduate

students who taught part-tiwe at other collegee in Chicago.

As was true at Berkeley, unexpe d stipends of students who dropped

out reverted taek to the dean for reall: 'on. This policy gave rise to the

same disincentive to counsel marginal students out of the program, hence pro-

longing a certain amount of inevitable attrition. Prof. Peter Dembrowski of

the Department of Romance languages added a further twist to the "problems"

clused by four year support; students who did drop out (or who wanted to drop

out) were deprived of a major face-saving explanatice" i.e., financial diffi-

culty. He claime..1 that there was a noticeable increase in anxiety among the
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fully supported students, as well as several nervous breakdowns within

their ranks. Affluence apparently creates its own perverse problems;

Dembrowski was not alone in his sense that the money lavished an graduate

education in the 1960's had its darker side.

Cornell. Graduate Dean W. D. Cooke viewed the Ford grant as an

opportunity to learn more about the selection and financing of graduate

students, and was critical of the other universities for taking the attitude

that FFGP was just another fellowship program. Consequently, while Cooke

was dean, detailed records on the entering students were kept, and analyses

were made of the factors that influence success in the program. In this

connection, Cooke understood one of the Foundation objectives to have been

reduced attrition, although he seems to have been alone in that perception.

All humanities and social science departments were eligible for

the program, and each turned in a revised curriculum outlining the steps to

a four year degree. The dissertation proved to be the major obstacle to

meeting this objective. Cooke met annually with the field representative of

each department to review progress under the prpgram, and in our six depart-

mental interviews, we found s better uh,erstanding of the program among

faculty than at many of the other universities. With the exception of the

History department, there seemed to be general acceptance of the value (at

least in theory) of the four year Ph.D. On the other hand, Cooke and William

Lambert, the current dean, did say that Cornell would probably be unwilling

to accept further dioney if it were tied to a four year degree requirement.

Presumably thie comment reflects their awareness of the dean's limited

ability to influence the time to degree.
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Many of the Cornell departments used the money to expand total

errJllments and to improve the quality of entering stuc: The inability

to forecast performance of students once enrolled was keenly felt, however,

and several departments wished tacit they had had the flexibility to reallo-

cate support among students in the second and subsequent years of the program.

Our interview with two professors from the History de-

partment was particularly interesting since these gentlemen

uere very candid about the power relationships within the University and

their effect on the Fold -rogram. The majority of the History faculty thought

that a four year degree program made no sense and could not be accomplished;

only one student completed the program in four years, and he entered with

an M.A. The department was not about to be deprived of its share of the

Ford grant, however, and used the money to attract better students and expand

enrollmerts. Had the graduate dean tried to cut them out of the program for

non-compliance, they would simply "have taken him to the mat." The Graduate

Dean's position carried effective sanctions nor rewards that could be used

to threaten or pribe recalcitrant departments. Although one of the unspoken

purposes of she Ford uant was to strengthen the dean's hand, the resources

provided were insufficient to alter the existing distribution of power.

Laimaza. "Alas, we near the end of this ereat experiment!" So

began the discussion on Graduate Prize Fellowships in the 1971-72 Dean's

Report for the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences at Harvard. The Ford

program at Harvard was preceded by the Harvard Graduate Prize Fellowships,

begun in 1964-65 with 50 awards. The Ford grant made possible the expansion

of that program to 150 awards per year, covering roughly 25 percent of the
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social science departments. To under-

one must start with the earlier Harvard

Credit for the Graduate Prize Fellowship concept belongs to formr

Dean ReginaldRielps, whom we interviewed on our visit at Harvard. During

his tenure as dean, Phelp- was concerned by the annual competitive scramble

for graduate student support and by the lack of any set schedule for the

degree. Pheips wanted to see more structure in the programs, so that doctor-

al $ tudy could become more like other professional program,. He also

hoped to reduce the amount of graduate student teaching to two years, coo-

ducted in the studenOs third and fourth years, leaving the first two years

for uninterrupted study and the fifth for concentrated work an the disser-

tation. When the Harvard History department agreed to revise their course

of study to fit this pattern, the Prize Fellowship program was born, with

25 awards offered in History in 1964-65. Fellowship support was provided

in the first, second, and fifth year, and support as a Teaching Fellow in

the third and fourth years. The Government And Economics departments soon

came fo2ward with four year plans, and English with a five year program. The

Graduate Prize Fellowships served, no doubt, as one model for the Ford grants,

and the Foundation money made it possible for Harvard to expand the program

to all humanities and social r-cience departments.

In Phelps, view, the program did not succeed at Harvard because most

of tne departments did not make the necessary changes in curricula. The

dissertation, in particular, had not been scaled back to a manageab'e size,

being still looked pun by most faculty as a magnum ,opus. Given the strong
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tradition of departmental autonomy on matters academic, there was little

that the graduate dean could do but attempt to be persuasive in arguing

for reform.

The ease for a four (or even five) year norm for the Ph.D. was

not persuasive to the Committee on the Future of 'Lie Graduate School.

Writing in 1969, the Committee observed that

We believe that the length of time required to obtain the Ph.D,
degree is entirely a departmental problem, the most exclusively de-
partmental problem we know of. Whatever we think of one another's
practices is irrelevant. Any attempt from the outside, no matter
how well meant, to speed up the process by setting an arbitrary
number of years as a limit, we think inappropriate. Even the generous
Harvard Prize Fellowships err hereee/

"Report of the Committee on the Future of the Graduste School,"

Faculty of Arts and Sciences, Harvaee University, March 1969, p. 5.

Furthermore, there was strenuous resistance to the requirement that each

Prize Fellow must teach for a minimum of two years, since that effectively

excluded other students from teaching, particularly in smaller departments

such as Classics. The students who were awarded fellowships on the basis

of their credentials occasionally turned out to be poor teachers, and the

departments resented having no option but to honor the commitmeLL (although

one wonders how departments could rationalize the continued preparation of

such students for teaching careers without giving them extra help in teaching).

These requirements were sufficiently irksome to the Classics department that

it withdrew from the program after two years, a move made much easier when

the department began receiving income from the ownership of the Loeb Classical
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Library. There was also a strcmg feeling in most of the departments that

the best students could not be identified at the time of admission; therefore,

guaranteeing four or five years of support before the students set foot on

campus WW1 bad policy.

Peter MOKinney, Administrative Dean of the Graduate Schcol, stated that

the major effect of the program was to cause the Graduate School to assume

greater responsibility for the financial support of students once enrolled.

Each graduate student is now aeen as embodying a substantial investment of

Harvard's resources, and departments are no longer allowed to cut students

off from support while they remain in residence. The official view of the

Graduate School is that if a department does not want to support a student

with its allocation of support funds, then that student should not be en-

rolled. (Harvard does follow a modified type of financial need analysis in

determining whether a student needs support.) In a sense, departments are

faced with a budget constraint in the form of financial aid available, and

are free to maximize departmental objectives subject to the budget constraint

and the requirement that enrolled students must be supported.

Students who remain enrolled for a sixth year absorb money that could

be used for first year students; in this way, the Graduate School hopes to

provide faculty with an incentive to move students through expeditiously,

and to weed out marginal students quickly. (Unexpended support funds for a

terminated student remain with the department.) Thus, the Ford program did

have an impact on the way graduate support is administered at Harvard, but

it was less successful in establishing a four or five year norm for the Bh.D.

Perhape the,incentives built into the current support policy will succeed

where simPle persuasion failed.
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Iguhigan. Foundation money was used to support third and fourth year

fellowships at Michigan, with the grants awarded competitively to students

who were progressing "on schedule." The schedule was defined as a 10 term

track, where a full calendar year was equal to 2-1/2 terms. ay using the

money in this fashion, the dean's office hoped to produce an incentive for

stLdents to progress rapidly and for departments to organize programs,so that

a 10 term degree was possible. We received mixed comments an the succa's of

this approach (several faculty members stated that the incentive existed only

in tho Associate Dean's mind); however, the university must be given

credit for trying to incorporate positive incentives into the program. As

we have seen elsewhere, when the incentives produced by the program were not

thought through clearly in advance, the result was often unfortunate.

The Michigan progi-am suffered in its first years from procedural uncer-.

tainties. George Hay, who administered the program, remembered feeling very

arIch at sea dding those years, since many of the arrangements and under-

standings had been worked out between Stephen Spurr, then Graduate Dean, and

Malcolm WA-Q., representing the Foundation. When Spurr left for the University

of Texas, many of the details went with him, for the proposal was br5,1f and

not very specific. The original stipend announced under the Rackham Prize

Fellowships, for example, was $3,0001 an amount exceeding the NDEA IV level

set by the Foundation as the maximum payment. The University also made awards

to transfer students, some of whom had begun graduate stuoty years before.

The Foundation had ruled such students out at Wisconsin and wanted the same

:-

procedure followed at Michigan,. To clarify such matters, Mhriam Chaoberlain

visited the campus in February 1970, and negotiated agreements on each of

these points. This incident is fairly typical of the type of problems caused
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turnover of key persoilnel.

Hay judged the program to have been successful for the top half of the

Prize Fellows (where the "top half" is defined after ';the fact as those who

completed degrees on schedule.) As another index of the program's effect,

he noted that in the early years of the program it was difficult to find many

students who were "on track" aftez two years, but that the number of eligible

applicants increased steadily each year. In,our departmentel interviews,

we did not find much evidence of major curriculum overhaul (with the excep-

tion of the English department, to be discussed subsequently); consequently

the increased number of eligible applicants must be attributed more to the

financial incentive operatilq on students than to the reform efforts within

departments. This interpretation is consistent with the general exenticism

we encountered among faculty regardzng any incentive effects on their awn

behavior.

Robben Fleming, President of the University, had observed the program

in operation both at lechigan and earlier at Wisconsin, and was under the

impression that it had been successful at both campuses. (When ane reads

the seven annual reports submitted to the Foundation by ail 10 universities,

there is a general petern of early optimism follewed IT) a grewing sense of

failure, particularly as the data mount up. Fleming's comments may have

reflected his reading of those earlier reports.) He also remembered that

Fred Harrington, President of Wisconsin when the program beghn, had been

an outspoken supporter of the view that humanities sludents would progress

as rapidly as science students if supported equally well. The experience

410 with FFGP clearly shows that this view was, at best, an ovelsimplification,
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The reactions of two Michigan departments - Anthropology and English -

demonstrate the importance of departmental attitudes toward the program's

purpose in determining whether it had any effect. The professors we

interviewed in the Anthropology departtent stated that a four year

Ph.D. in their discipline is a nonsensical idea, and the department made no

attempt to design such a program. Furthermore, the department opposed the

Graduate School's policy of using Foundation money for third and fourth year

students, and simply offset any Prize Fellowships earned hy third year stu-

dents by shifting other departmental support to entering students. Founda-

tion money was viewed simply as another source of student support, and the

department was able to circumvent the Graduate School's attempts to use the

money as leverage for changing doctoral education. The behavior of the

Michigan Anthropology department typified the attitude and approach of the

vast majority of departments toward the program, regardless of field or

university, and explains in large measure why the program failed. The best

efforts of the graduate dean could not (or did not) prevail against the iner-

tia and resistance of the departments.

Ay contrast, FFGP contributed importantly to change in the English depart-

ment bbcause it provided leverage to a group of younger faculty members who

were eager to reform the doctoral program. The appointment of a new chairman

in 1968 - the previous chairman had served for 20 years - coincided with the

publication of the Don Cameron Allen book, American

lAtarature, and provided the opportunity to review the graduate program thor-

oughly. DissatisfacLion with the teacher training provided hy the PhD pro.

gram gave rise to a new Doctor of Arts degree in the department, targeted at

conmunity college faculty.-/ The department also revised the curriculum
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_/ A good description of this Doctor of Arts program at lachigan, and

haw it was developed, can be found in Daniel Fader, "The University of Michigan:

A New Degree Program to Prepare Teachers of English," in S. V. Martorana,

William Toombs, and David W. Breneman (eds.), graduate Education and Community.

Colleges, a Technical. Report to the National Board an Graduate Education

(Washington, DO: National Academy of Sciences, 1975), pp. 41-47.

to shorten the time to degree; required course work was reduced, a shift was

made from Course-certification to exam-certification, and the student's dis-

sertation topic was made a part of the comprehensive examination. The Ford

program was not the initial stimulus for change, but it coincided fortuitous-

ly with a desire for reform within the department and gave that process a

major boost. In our 6o departmental interviews, we encountered only one

other instance where the Foundation's purposes coincided so closely with

those of the department - the University of Pennsylvania English Department.

The present Graduate Dean, Alfred Sussman, capped off our visit with

the observation that the objectives of FFGP - shorter time to degree, empha-

sis on full-time residential study, program rationalization - were no longer

relevant to the emerging ern of "non-traditicaal" graduate educatica. Per-

hare the fate of any educational reform that spans a decade or more is

inevitably to fall out of synchronization with changing needs and interests.

Pennsylvania. The program at Pennsylvania was heavily influenced by

the efforts of Robert Lumiansky to implement a four-year Ph.D. in English,

beginning in 1966. Lumiansky arrived at Pennsylvania in 1965, newly appointed

as English department chairman. In many of the Arta and Sciences graduate
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programs at that time, a majority of the students were enr011ed part-time, doc-

toral programs were loosely organized, mid-year admissions were common, and

time to degree was excessive (see Figure 17, Chapter 2). Lumianslry developed

a four year curriculum in English that could be completed by well-prepared,

full-time students, and a select group of 23 candidates were admitted in

1966, to be financed by a combination of fellowships and assistantships.

These 23 were treated as a separate and select group, complete with their

own pro-seminar in which no other graduate students could enroll. One year

later, FFGP underwrote similar programs in 18 departments at Penn. One

consequence of Lumiansy's lead, however, was the tendency at Penn. to focus

on just the sub-set of students receiving Ford grants. Whereas Lumianaky

N ewed full-time support and curriculum change as joint requirements for a

successful program, faculty in other departments had not thought the program

through as thoroughly, and thus tended to focus just on financial support

and full-time attendance. As a consequence, the program had little lasting

effect on the majority of Penn. departments; when the grant ran out, its

impact ended.

A high turnover rate in the graduate dean's office also undermined the

administrative continuity of the program. The current dean

is the fourth person in that position since FFGP began; among other problems,

this rapid turnover may help to explain why the University failed to spend

$1 million of the grant, and had to return that sum to the Foundation at the

program's end. A further word on that experience is warranted.

An executive assistant to the dean explained the unspent

million dollars as the result of attrition. The original proposal -

azd the accompanying budget - made no allowance for attrition; it
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was apparently acsumed that 100 percent of each entering c'1/4ihart would

renain for the full four years. When a student dropped out, it was

thought that the remaining stipemi rbould not be reallocated to any

other student. University: trficial ,vere ahocked when informed by the

Foundation:that _the-Unspent mane,. -ould have to be returned, another example

of the _misunderstandings and fail% to communicate that marked so many

aspects of this program.

Itinceton. In light of the program's ostensible purpose, including

Princeton University made little sense. Frr. years, Princeton had emphasized

the rapid Ph.D.; in fact, under Sir Hugh Taylor's administration, students

were only allowed to register for three years of full-time study. The

standard pattern was two years of course work and a good start on the thesis

during the third year. The dissertation was not viewed as a major, original

work of great length, but rather as an exercise to demonstrate research pro-

ficiency. The goal at Princeton waioot to turn out scholars whose educations

were (theoretically) complete; instead, the Ph.D. was simply one stage in a

0
lifetime of learning. The implementation of FFGP at Prineeton would surely

be different than elsewhere.

The Foundation money made it possible for Princeton to support all stu-

dents for a full four years in residence, and hence the major effect of FFGP

was to further those forces (increased specialization and professionalism)

that had already undermined the three-year concept. It was assumed that

total elapsed time to the degree )uld be reduced by increasing registered

time, since few students had ever managed to eomplete the dissertation during

the single year allowed under Taylor's policy. As we have seen,

however (Figure 12, Chapter 2), elapsed time actually increased

at Princeton under the Ford program. Faculty members advanced
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.2 Using data from the Doctorate Record File for the period 1960-1974,

the relationship between elapsed and enrolled time at Princeton was examined,

using the same regression model described in Chapter 2 (p. 49). The result

was:

WIT 3.52 .66 MET
Princeton (2.7)* (2.09)* Princetor

* t statistics

indicating that an additional enrolled year added 2/3 of a year to the elapsed

time.

several reasons for this unexpected effect: Four years of support undermined

motivation and took the pressure off; the weak labor market caused students to

slow down; the tuxmoil of the late 19601s - early 19701s deflected students;

more polished dissertations were required. Each of these "explanations" is

plausible, and we have encountered them elsewhere; the fact remains that the

major visible effect of the Ford grant at Princeton was an increase in the

median elapsed time to degree.

Stanford. The Ford program at Stanford (known as FYGA - Four Years

Guarantned Assistance) did not succeed when judged by the statistical crite-

ria of Chapter II; however, the program did coincide and contribute in im-

portant ways to a university-wide reassessment of graduate education at

Stanford.-/

_/ See the published committee report entitled The Study of Graduate

Education at !Stanford (Stanford University, June 1972).
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Among the nunerous recommendations in the committee's 323 page report was

one to establish four years S3 the norm for doctoral education, and this

recommendation was subsequently enacted by the Faculty Senate. It is signif-

icant that both the stuay committ-3 and the Faculty Senate would endorse the

four year degree several years after the Ford grant was made; apparently the

experience with the program at Stanford was sufficiently satisfactory that

the facultywere willing to retain its central feature. As the site visit

reports in this chaAer make clear, it is unlikely that such a recommendation

would receive faculty support at many of the participating universities.

Several factors explain the more positive attitude toward the program

at Stanford than elsewhere. Virgil Whitaker, Dean Emeritus of the Graduate

School, described Stanford as a university that truly arrived in the first

rank of institutions during the 1960's (helped in large measure by the Ford

Foundation PACE grant in 1960), and the Ford graduate program, in his view,

coincided with a period of great interest and pride in Idle graduate school.

That the Ford grant made possible the full support of all entering graduate

students added to the significance of the program; here, the Foundation's

money managed to achieve the leverage effect that was less successful else-

where. The program also helped to increase the power of the graduate school

vis a vis the departments, particularly in setting enrollment ceilings and

financial aid policies. Richard Lyman, President of the University, commented

that the grant had given the humanities faculty and students a real boost

in morale, for here was a major private foundation announcing publicly that

graduate education in the humanities was important and worthy of the

Foundation's interest and support.
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And yet, with all these positive factors, the study committee on gra-

duate education at Stanford wrote in 1972 that,

We report with dismay that the Ford Grant apparently
has not significantly reduced the time to degree in
most departments. There is little evidence of a
shift in either the practices or the expectations
of the department to parallel the dramatic increase
in the t4fme a student has available for graduate

Ibid., p. 28.

In our faculty interviews, we heard most of the standard reasons given for

the failure of the program elsewhere - the disruptive effects of Vietnam,

the worsening market, difficulties with the dissertation. In .ddition, we

learned that the History department was generally unhappy with the four

year concept, and the Anthropology department was applying for an exemption

from the regulation voted by the Faculty Senate. The departments that were

in general sympathy with the four year degree, su-h as English, licxmwledged that

only a very few students actually succeeded in thei, time. -n short, we en-

countered less than wholehearted enthusiasm for the four year program in

our sampling of six departments.

One sticking point was the Graduate Division policy of not providing financial

support for students beyond the fourth year. This policy was clearly in the

spirit of the Ford program and was Lqplemented in part to provide an incentive

for four year degree completion; however, it was resented in mahy departments,

and ways around the policy were negotiated on a case by case basis. In

Anthropology, for example, the understanding was that all graduate school aid

ended after the fourth year, with fifth year support the department's
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responsibility. In History, we were simply told that the situation never
OP

reached an impasse.

One of the unstated goals of FFOP was to enhance the graduate dean's

position and ability to administer graduate programs effectively by expand-

ing the financial resources that the dean controlled. Whereas %his attempt

was generally unsuccessful, it did seem to work at Stanford. The policy

of guaranteeing support far four years to every enrolled gradqate stlident

meant that the dean's office had a large fiscal responsibility that was

incompatible with the autonomy departments were used to exercising over en-

rollment levels. Consequently, the dean had to assume control over the

number of admissions granted, and in the program's third year, was forced

to cut back sharply on the number of new entrants because of larger than

expected enrollments in the first two cohorts. Virtually every department

we visited mentioned the increased power in the dean's office, blaming this

on the Ford program. (There is some evidence that in tLe program's early years,

various procedures being implemented were explained to the faculty as a con-

dition of the grant. Several of the professors we interviewed chided the

Foundation for being so inflexible in setting up rules for the program - a

great irony for so flexible a program.)

Stanford is also relatively unique in that a commitment to the goals of

the program remains even though the Foundation money is gone. The university

still tries to guarantee four year support to students, and has reduced graduate

enrollments to make that possible;-financial need analysis now plays some part

in the fellowship program. The Faculty Senate's resolution endorsing

the four year degree as the official norm is d further indication that the

1 0
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program survives as more than a memory. The program operated at Stanford

very much as its architects hoped it would; the concepts (or hypotheses)

underlying the "experiment" received a fair test there. That time to degree

was not reduced noticably at Stanford is evidence that the program suffered

from more than just poor timing.

Wisconsin. Foundation funds were used in a great variety of w4ys at

Wisconsin, rendering the program there dilf:cult to describe and to evaluate

rigorously. A simple-- and reasonably accurate -- description of the

program would be that the money was used by departments in any way that seemed

likely to speed a student through the program. In some instances, this meant

summer support; in others, partial fellowships, i.e., one semester of fellow-

ship alternating with one semester of teaching assistantship; in still others,

dissertation fellowships in the fourth year; and, in a few eases support for

research and travel expenses. In 1967 and 1968, 1.ounsation money was

used to help "salvage" some candidates who had beel. students for long periods

of time and who needed a semester or two of support to finish the dissertation.

(This practice was subsequently ruled out by the Foundatic .) Ultimately, any

student who was "an track" and beyond the first year of graduate study was

eligible to apply for support.

Because Wisconsin ch()se to use ti.e money in & fashion that was hot ti4y

administrativeLy, numerous problems and misunderstandings arose w'thin the

university and between the university and the Foundaticn. Mariam Chamberlain's

visit to Madison in February 1969 and subsequent correspondence cleared up sone

of the problems and forced some decisions, out an uneasy relationship between

Foundation and university seems to have marked the program throughout its life.



Indications of this unease were apparent in our interviews, and also in such

relatively small matters as the annual reports, where the Foundation's work

forms and data sheets never meshed with the university's management of the

program, to qe consternation of both parties.

The withdrawal of the English department (along with several smaller

departments) from the program in 1969 illustrates these procedural difficul-

ties. A majority of the graduate ctudents in English at Wisconsin have

typically had prior graduate experience, and many have taught for several

year:a before enrolling there. Following Mariam Chamberlain's visit,

the Foundation ruled that, for purposes of the program, the time-to-degree

clock started running when a student first entered graduate school anywhere;

consequently, a student with an M.A. and three years of teaching would be

ineligible. This ruling by itself would not have precluded the English depart-

ment from remaining in the program, but the University had imposed a require-

ment that 80 percent of the student support funds available to a participating

department had to be devoted to students wio were "on-track." The English

department was unwilling to accept this restriction, since it would have

prevented giving teaching assistantships to many of the older students; reluc-

tantly, the department withdrew from the program. A considerable amount of

correspondence and discussion during the program's second year was required

to sort all this out, and it seems obvious that these basic ground rules and

understandings shoulu have been estabtished before the grant was made,

or immediately thereafter.

As for the program's effects several of the faculty interviewed thought

that the quality of graduate work done by supported students was enhanced by



the greater amount of free time for study and reflection. (The main effeat

of the funds at Wisconsin was to reduce the amount of time a student spent

ai\a teaching assistant.) In addition, a major accomplishment of the program

was the preparation by departments of a "normal progress statement." This

statement was.a precise description of Ph.D. requirements together with a

schedule showing when each step should be completed. With these schedules,

one could tell whether a student were making normal progress toward the degree.

For many departments, this statement represented the first tine requirements

had ever been laid out precisely with a time table, and these statements

remain in effect at Wisconsin-as the departments' declared programs.

An unexpected benefit of having these progress statements on file devel-

oped after the 1969-70 teaching assistant strike and the subsequent formation

of a T.A. Union. The union contract mandates continued support of a T.A. as

long as he ar she is making normal progress toward the degree; had a descrip-

tion of normal progress for each department not been an file, interpretation

of that contract clause would have been a source of continued conflict.

Our faculty interviews revealed that support for a four year degree was

luke-warm at best, and strongly opposed in some departments, such as History.

EVen in the Economics department, where support for a four year degree is

strong, very few.students complete in that time. In a detailed study of

10 I
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sucstessive entering cohorts of Economics graduate students, Lee Hansen and

Judy Craig isolated the dissertation as the difficulty; whereas the time

required to complete preliminary exams had generally declined over the

period 1956-1974, the time spent on dissertations had increased by more than

enouFh to offset `the other gains.--/ The authors also found that the sub-set

mmaNal..111MMIMINIIIML

W. Lee Hansen and Judith S. Craig, "Trends and Patterns in Ph.D.

Completion: The University of Wisconsin - Economics Prot; -a," unpublishel

paper, Madison, Wisconsin, 1975, p. 16.

of students supported under the Ford grant did not proceed through the pro-

gram more rapidly than otherc0 and concluded that the program had little

apparent effect an time to degree. -/

MNIAImmEnn=1/1

Ibid., pp. 22-24.

Although Wisconsin's procedures were a source of concern to the Founda-

tion, in an important :3e.1.se, Wisconsin's approach was more in line with Berel-

son's ideas than was tr...ie at several other universities. The stress at

Wisconsin was on program l'ationalization and changing expectations, in the

hope that all students wou3d have their graduate work accelerated. Comae-

quemly the administration at Wisconsin wanted the program evaluated in terms

of its impact on all students, not just on the sub-set receiving Foundation

support. Their focus was on the normal progress statements and having them

implemented, with financial support used in any way that would help students

at a critical stage in their degree work. In my opinion, this was a
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four year support for every student could not be provided. Unfortunately,

the data and interviews indicate that Wisconsin .was no wore successful with

its approach than were those univerGities that targeted money on a sub-set

of entering students.

Ialt. Writing in the fall of 1967, Jahn Perry MillPr, the Graduate

Dean at Yale, concluded an article on reforming the Ph.D. by observir4 that,

It should be clear by this time that the phenomena of the
drop-out and the stretch-cut are not to be explained simply.
440ney is only part of the answer. There is need for extensive
reform of graduate education, reform in the substance of
training programs and in their administration. The Ford Founda-
tion has given us a real challenge. Thyroblem is now in the
hands of the deans and their facul_les.

Jahn Perry Miller, "Drop-out Stretch-out: Reforming the Ph.D.,"

Ventures (Vol. VII, Nc. 2, Fall 1967), p. 10.

And yet, when one reads Miller's discussion in the same article of Yale's

program under the Ford grant, one is struck by the lack of specific changes

that he recommended or .hoped to implement. In fact, much of the article 5.6

devoted to insightful observations on the masons why four year degree Programs

may be generally unattainable. On the one hand, Miller notes that in a

recent review of doctoral.programs at Yale, he discovered that in most depart.

ments "the Director of Graduate Studies believes that the normal expectation

for the completion of the Ph.D. should be about four years. tt
On the other

Ibid., p. 8.
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hand, in the following two pages, Miller ticks off virtually every reason

that we were given eight years later at the several campuses to explain why

the program did not work, with the exception of the disruptive effects of

Vietnam and the weakened labor market. Most of the difficulties mere fore-

seen at Yale, but were not solved there ark,/ better than elsewhere.

One problem at Yale was that the Ford grant did not represent a large

increase in fie&ncial aid available; the grant roughly offset the funds that

had been broeght in earlier years by Woodrow Wilson Fellows. Consequently,

it may have been difficult to excitethe faculty very much about this new,

reform-oriented program. It seems likely that Miller's article in the Fell

1967 issue of Ventures, the magazine of the Yale Graduate School, was intended

to impress the faculty with their responsibilitiee under the grant.

Furthermore, as Figure 20 in Chapter II shows, median time to degree

for Yale graduates was among the lowest in the group of 10 supported univer-

sities before the program began. Consequently, there was less room for

dramatic improvement at Yale than at many of the other institutions.

Yale differs from most universities in that the Graduate Dean,s position

is a pawerful one. The Dean of the Graduate School shares with the Dean of

the College the responsibility normally lodged with a Dean of Arts and

Sciences, including responsibility for faculty appointments and promotion.

All of the university-controlled graduate fellowship funds are allocated by

the Graduate Dean, and that office also controls the level of graduate enroll-

ments. Miller and his successor, Donald Taylor, enforced a policy,of limiting

fellowship support for each student to four years, but departments were able

to circumvent this restriction by supporting students in the fifth year-with

Teaching Fellowships. AB John Hall, Chairman of the History department
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noted, once a student was off the fellowship and in the hands of the dis-

sertation committee, the Dean's leverage was gone. More importantly, how-

ever, in John Perry Miller's view, is the fact that the tumultuous events of

the late 1960's - early 1970's simply drew the Dean's energies away from

the Ford program.

The current Graduate Dean, Jaroslav Pelikan, argued that time compari-

scms between humanities and natural science fields are misleading because the

sciences rely on postdoctoral appointments to provide the necessary breadth

of training, while the humanities lack that option. More material must be

included, therefore, in the predoctoral years in the humanities than in

the sciences, so that a five year humanities Ph.D. program, in his view, is

no disgrace.

At Yale, the Ford grant was used well to support students for four

years of graduate study, but it had very little additional impact. The

"challenge" posed by the Ford Foundaticm, alluded to in John Perry Miller's

article, was not met.

11,
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Chapter IV cONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, the major conclusions from this stu4y of the Ford

Foundation Graduate Program are assembled, together with my evaluation of

wbere - and why - the programwent wrong. Since the program is defunct,

and there are no plahs to revive it, recommendations about its future are

unnecessary; however, several lessoms can be drawn from this experience

that maY be applicable to future attempts to reform or influence universi-

ty programs.

Conclusions from this StudY

Although the program operated under far from ideal circumstances

and violated virtually every requirement of good experimental design, the

hypothesis that differences in Ph.D. production efficiency among disciplines

can be explained fully by differences in student financial support can be

firmly rejected on the basis of the FFGP experience. The most compelling

evidence is provided by ale three participating universities-(Stanford,

Yale, and Princeton) that fully supported all entering graduate students

for four years under the program; median time to degree and attrition rates

were not appreciably lowered for these cohorts. In unlversities where only

a subset of students was supported, selection bias was present since awards

were made to the "best" applicants; even in these cases, however, little

progress was made in reducing time to degree and attrition. In fact, given

the variety of approaches used by the 10 universities, it is remarkable

that one cannot point to a single university where the program wts a clear

success. Whereas faculty members and deans advanced numerous reascms for
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the program's failure, I believe the fundamental explanation is that

the hypothesis was simply wreng.

When comparisons of degree productivity among disciplines were

made in the 1960's, the high correlation between graduate student support

and departmental productivity stood out, and gave rise to the plausible

view that the connection was causal. The fact that much financial support

in science and engineering fields is commonly provided as research assis-

tantships on professors' research projects was ccnveniently overlooked in

these comparisons, and yet the research assistantship - and membership in

a research group - are the keys to 01.D. productivity in the sciences.

Unless one were able to transfer this method of Ph.D. production into the

humanities, simply providing four years of fellowship or teaching assistant-

ship support would not render History departments as productive as Chemistry

departments. The ability to pursue the degree full-time is a necessary,

but not a sufficient, conditien for realizing the four year Ph.D. '

The Ford program recognized the fact that money alone was not suffi-

cient; hence, the stress an curriculum reform and rationalization. In several

universities, the program succeeded in bringing greater clarity and organiza-

tion to the course-work and examination phase of doctoral programs, but it

failed to produce any fundamental change in the nature of the dissertation,

or in the method of its production. The Ford grants were successful in

accelerating the production of ABD's (all but dissertation), but not af

Ph.D.'s.

The weakened academic labor market sealed the program's fate by

undermining its rationale in the eyes of most faculty and students. Although
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we will never know what would have happened had the academic labor market

remained strong, it is plausible to think that faculty would have been

motivated to find ways to speed students th,cotAgh (and that students would

have shared this motivation). Far the vast majority of humanities and

social science disciplines, there is no reason to assume that loctoral wark

inherently requires more than four years; however, %/ith a weak labor market,

it is easy to find reasons far stretching-out the period of study. There

is an irreducible element of arbitrariness in I.D. programs; one can

always read more: cover more periods genre, study more languages, write

a longer or better dissertation. With a weak labor market, one can readi4

understand a departmental tendency to turn out fewer and more-finished .

products.--/

__/ For a detailed study of this phenomenon, see David W. Breneman,

"The Ph.D. Production Process: A Study of Departmental Behavior," op. .9it,

That the rationale for the program should be in question three years

after it began raises the issue of the Foundation's planning capability.

Two of the critical assumptions underlying the program were that academic

demand for new faculty would remain strong and that the federal government

would expand its fellowship programs. ay 1970, it was clear that both as-

si-mptions had been wrong, to the program's detriment. Should me have expected

1.1,e Foundation to have foreseen these events in 1966-67?

Judging past decisions with the benefit of hindsight is always

treacherous, and yet it is hard to understand in this case why the Foundation
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so thoroughly misjudged the future. The first of Allan Cartter's numerous

projections of excess Ph.D. supply had been published in 1965,--/ and

/ Allan M. Cartter, "A New Look at the Supply of College Teachers,"

Stimmer 1965, pp. 267-277; and "The Supply and Demand of

College leachers," Proceedings, American Statistill Association, September

1965, pp. 70-80.

Cartter was speaking widely on the subject at that time. FUrthermore,

Cartter was not an obscure academic writing for a handful of peers, but

was Vice President of the American Council on Education, a visible position

for an analyst of educational policy. The opening pages of Cartter's widely

read volume on graduate program ratings,--/ published in 1966, cantained a

Allan M. Cartter, AnAssessrentofu.nrad't,eEduoationn
(Washington, DC: American Council on Education, 1966)0 pp. 1-3.

review of the supply - demand situation. At the very least, Cartter's wcrk

should have served as a warning that the conditions under whidh the program

was launched might change radically in the course of seven years. The federal

government's reaction in cutting back fellowships, while not totally predict-

able, was an understandable response to the end of teadher Shortages, and

should have been foreseen as e possibility in light of Cartter's projections.

111.While labor market forecasts are notoriously unreliable, the Foundation, at

a minimum, should have had contingency plans in case eartter's projections

proved accurate. Instead, all parties were apparently caught by surprise when the



economic environment of graduate education changed so dramatically in

the early 1970's, and an opportunity was lost to salvage (or modify) what

had become a very dubious, but expensive, program.

This to changed circumstances is worth pursuing, since

it typified a broader problem, the absence of free and open communication

betweell the universities and the Foundation. In part, this problem was

caused by the departure or changed assignments of the majority of Foundation

staff who helped to plan the program; in part, by the deans,' perception

that the Foundation had lost interest in the program; and-in part, by the

Foundation's failure to assign a staff member to the program

full-time. As it was, the contacts were limited to four half-day

meetings held annually at Foundation headquarters from 1968 through 1971,

the annual written reports to the Foundation, and limited contact with

Mariam Cnamberlain when administrative questions arose. Therefore, although

it had become clear to practically everyone by 1970 that the program ras

succumbing to external events, the basis had not been laid for open and

frank discussion of the pr'''..)ms, with an eye toward reallocating remain-

ing funds in a more sensible way.-1 From our campus visits, it was apparent

/ Gale Johnson of the University of Chicago points out, however,

that by 1970, most of the money had been committed in those universities

that guaranteed four years of support. In those instances, reallocation

of funds would have been 1 .mited, alihough the purpose of the program

might have been reconsidered, and a different focus might have been found.
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that the deans were unwilling to raise any serious questions about the pro-

gram with the Foundation for fear that the grants would simply be terminated.'

Instead, the fiction was maintained that the program was proceeding largely

as planned, and the opportunity to consider redirecting the program

was not exercised. (This reluctance to raise questions about

the program may explain why Berkeley and Pennsylvania failed to spend ail

of their grants. At both universities, it was assumed that the grants_

could be extended without confirming that policy with the Foundation

well in advance of the grants' termination.) had Berelson's original

suggestion for continuous monitoring of the program been adopted, including

a type of "circuit rider" for campus visits, it seems very likely that the

program might have been altered and better use made of the grants in the

later years.

In the course of conducting this study, 1 have reached certain

conclusions about graduate student finance, and will present them briefly.

These conclusions are my own, and I do not attempt to support them with

detailed statistical tables; hcwever, I think they can be drawn fairly

from the experience of the Ford Foundation Graduate Program.

First, the selecticn and recruitment of graduate students in the

leading universities is, by all accounts, a haphazard business, subject to

much uncertainty regarding student abilities and motivation. In our inter-

views, we were told countless times that the "best" applicants are often

disappointments, while the more marginal candidates far admission often

turn out to be the best performers. At Cornell, for example, Don Cooke,

while Graduate Dean, kept careful records of the departments' rank ordering

of applicants and their subsequent performance in graduate school, and found no

positive correlation. In spite of this common experience, many departments

11
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continue to bid agresFively for tlsose students that are ranked as top appli-

cants, although an appreciable number will fall to complete the degree.

Usina fellowship money to recruit particular applicants was a luxury that

many universities could afford in the 1960's, but this inefficient use of

support funis hardly seems justified in an era of financial scarcity. (One

of the unfortunate legacies of Fi)P is that it encouraged this type' of

competitive bidding for students.) The limited amount of financial support

that humaniti,,: ind social scienc departments currently control could be

more effectively spent supporti,ig students who have proven themselves after
/

one or mcre years of graduate atudy.

/ This procedure was followed under FFGP at Wisconsin and Michigan.

During the late 19500s - early 1960's, the Woodrow Wilson Program

of first-year fellowships made sense as a recruiting device for future

college teachers, and even today, one can argue for a small number of nation-

ally competitive, merit fellowships to recruit highly talented young people

into humanities and social science fields. What does not make sense, in

light of increasingly scarce resources and departmental inability to pick

"winners" in advance, is the competitive bidding among top departments to

lure applicants way from each other. To the extent that departments are

allocating substantial sums for this purpose, their claim on foundation or

government money is undermined. There is no public interest in helping

Yale bid a student away from Harvard or Michigan, and such practices are clear

evidence that existing fellowship money is not being used to maximum advantage.

It is all too easy to criticize a current practice without offering
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any practical way to change that practice; in the present case, however,

the solution clearly requires a cartel-like agreement among the handful of

top graduate schools. If these institutions could agree that fellowship

support should be shifted away from first year students and the recruiting

function, and toward support for students of proven ability, not only would

scarce fellowship dollars be better spent, but the self-defeating need to

bid against each other would be ended. In essence, the risk of the first

year of graduate study would be shifted from the institution to the stu-

dent. ay way of compensation, students could be assured that support in

subsequent years would be available for those who prove to be serious

scholars. This policy would serve as a deterrent to those less-than-

serious students who are willing to spend a year or so in graduate school

on someone else's money, but who would be reluctant to borrow for that

first year. The loss of such students should be no cause for concern.

First year fellowship support in the current milieu of graduate

education can only be justified, therefore, when a particuiar national

interest is served by recruiting specific individuals into graduate study.

A small, nationally competitive merit fellowship progl.am to attract the

very pest undergraduates into full-time graduate stu meets this

The National Science Foundation awards approximately 500 such

fellowships annually in the sciences, but no parallel program exists for

the humanities. Such a program should be started by the National Endowment

for the Humanities, with a comparable number of awards in humanities and

sceial science disciplines excluded by NSF. The NSF program coats $11.5
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million annually.

recruiting requirement, as would a program to attract talented minority

students into doctoral study.--/ In addition, f.allowships and traineeships

/ For a complete discussion of this topic, see National Board on

Graduate Education, Minority Group Participation in Graduate Education.

(ftshington, D.C.: National Academy of Sciences, 1975). A program similar

to that recommended by the National Board was requested by HEW for FY 1978,

and Congress appropriated $3.25 million for that purpose.

will_continue to be used by federal agencies to attract people into spe-

cialized areas of study where shortages of trained talent exist; an

example would be the new program of NSF energy-related science trainee-

ships. Apart from these instances, however, I see little justification

for continued uEe of first year fellowships for recruitment purposes,

and hope that the graduate schools will eventually adopt this policy.

A second, and related, conclusion about graduate student finance

is that four years of guaranteed support is generally bad policy, even

when financially possible. Not only are mistakes-in selection likely, but

four years of guaranteed support can produce perverse incentive effects,

as noted in the last chapter. Rather than accelerating a student's

progress, four years of support guaranteed in advance can cause students to

slacken their pace. Similarly, unless managed carefully, guaranteed sap-
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port can produce the wrong incentives for faculty; we noted at several

universities that faculty were reluctant to counsel supported h.tudents out

of the program because the fellowship6 made them a "free good" to the

department, and if they left, tne unused money would revert to the graduate

school for use elsewhere. To work well, a four year guaraLtee of suppart

would require a far better selection and admission proc- a than currently

exists, and in its absence, preserving an annual decision on the allocation

of support is wise policy.

the remarkable differences that exist among these 10 leading

universities in the economics of graduate education are worth noting. At

Yale, Stanford, and Princeton, the institution invests heavily of its own

resources in graduate students. There is an active competition to recruit

the "best" applicants, the majority of students continue to receive financial

support and tuition waivers for three or four years, and there is only

limited use made of graduate students as teaching assistants. At another

extreme, the University of Chicago views the graduate school as a major

source of tuition revenue, and therefore awards few fellowships and does

not compete financially for as many of the applicatts that Yale or Stanford

attract with offers of support. Chicago admits many applicants who would be

denied elsewhere, but by maintaining high exit standards, their graduates

are well reCeived on the academic market. Chicago also mases little use

of graduate teaching assistants.
1
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Berkeley, Michigan and Wisconsin, all large public universities

rely :aeavily on graduate studcnts to carry much of the undergraduate teaching

load, but so do Harvard, Cornell, and Pennsylvania, undermining any simple

public/private explanation. Whereas the undergraduates at Yale, Stanford,

and Princeton help to subsidize graduate education and research through

tuition payments, at the three public universities the subsidy comes through

the undergraduate teaching function and the induced demand for teaching

assistants, while. Harvard, Cornell, and Pennsylvania share elements of both

types of subsidies. Of the 10 universities, the least subsidy of graduate

by undergraduate education occurs at Chicago, where the two activities are

less closely linked, both financially and educationally. The diversity in

the econamic and educational role of graduate students in these. 10 universities

is so striking, however, that it cbsts doubt on the existence or feasibility

of an;, unifying theory of university behavior.

fact, Gale Johnson of the University of Chicago writes that

H ...o a n costs and income by acadendc areas indicate that there is no

subsidy of graduate eiucation by undergraduate ed4cation." (private correspondence)."
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MO= -tOr the Future

Although a program similar to FFGP may never be proposed again,

private foundations, federal and state agencies, and private

industry will no doubt continue to support activities designed to change

or influence university behavior and performance. Consequent1y, the

lessons that can be drawn from this program should have relevance

for subsequent attempts to intervene in the life of universities.

A crucial question to ask when any external intervention is proposed

is whether the pertinent members of the university genuinely support ..e

intended change. In the case of FFGP, the pertinent decision makers were

the graduate faculty in each supported department, and the majority were

either not insympathy with the goal of the four year PhD, or were, at best,

luke-warm in their support. Only in a handful of departments did we find

faculty who strongly supported the goal, or would admit to having been

enthusiastic about it in 1967. In these circumstances, a program would

require close and continuous monitoring, unambiguous performance measures,

ana clear lines of accountability in order to succeed, all features that

FFGP lacked. The Foundation employed an open-ended grant, withfew cheek

points or controls, in an att. pt to change graduate education in a way

not supported by the majority of faculty; it is hardly surprising tit the

program failed,

The rather obvious lesson from tnis experience is that institutional

grants with few, if any, strings attached will only be successful if the

objectives are fully supported by the people who determinx3 the outcome. If
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the objectives are not shared, but the grant is still deemed worth making,

then the Foundation should :.nsist upon monitoring and accountability procedures

sufficient to ensure that objectives are met (or the grant cancelled). In

the case of FFGP, Berelson proposed such procedures, but his advice was

disregarded to the program's detriment. One can understand the

Foundation's desire not to interfere with university autonomy, but if that

principle is of overriding importanpe to university - foundation relationships,

then grants should not be made to try to achieve objectives not supported

by the relevant members of the university community.

There is a clear lesson in the experience with FFGP for the current

interest in finding ways to increase minority student enrollments in

doctoral programs. Here is a goal that, like the four year PhD, is largely

being imposed on the graduate schools from the outside, with the majority

of faculty either indifferent or opposed to the necessary changes.

Furthermore, tile major financing proposal calls for federal grants to

institutions to support recruiting and counseling efforts, as well' as the

necessary financial support for students:2 Although an alternative program

j See National Board on Graduate Education, girprity Gzoup Pa;Iicipation

in Graduate Education, op. cit., for the arguments in support of institutional

grants. This approach will be followed by the new HEW program.

of portable fellowships targeted on minority students faces severe legal

roadblocks, some knawledgeable people support direct aid to students rather

than grunts to institutions because they do not trust the institutions, and
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fear that the purposes of the program will be subverted. The experience

of FFGP has been cited in this context by some critics of institutional grants.

The potential for abuse certainly exists, and although I believe the case

for institutional grants as opposed to portable fellowships is compelling,

that is only true if the lessons from FFGP are absorbed. In particular,

grants to increase minority graduate enrollments should be

(1) awarded competitively on the basis of sound proposals

and evidence of prior activity,

(2) monitored closely and continuously, with clear check

points for terminating unsuccessful grants, and

(3) negotiated directly with members of both the administration

and the academic departments.

The need to involve faculty members directly in any negotiation

over graduate program changes also derives from the experience with FFGP.

:-hat case, the Foundation did receive assurances from university presidents

aad graduate deans that the four year degree was a desirable objective,

even the most pressing current issue facing graduate education. The problem,

however, was that the administrators were not speaking for the faculty, who

would have added numerous qualifications and caveats had they been asked.

Since the effective power,to implement the program resided with the faculty,

the Foundation should have negotiated directly with the academic departments

as well as with the central administration. Tc have done that would have

changed the program significantly, into a series of small-scale demonstration

projects. The amount of money spent would have been much less (I assume

far fewer departments mould have qualified for support under this procedure),
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and the program would have been more of a true experiment, rather than a

wholesale attemit to reform graduate education. With the benefit of

hindsight, a strong case can be made that the more limited approach of

departmental grants would have been more effective:2 Educational reform,

In 1968 and 1969, the Foundation did make several departmental

grants in various humanities and social science disciplines at Rice, Emory,

The Johns Hopkins, and Washington UniversiIies, the Universities of Denver

and Minnesota, and Massachusetts Institute of Technologj. Gnants to the

Political Science departments at Minenesota and M. I. T. were primarily

for the purpose of revising curricula to enable four year PhD completion.

Although these two departmental grants were not included in this 4-va1uation,

their final reports to the Foundation indicate that the grants were largely

successful. What is clear from the reports is the presence of faculty

commitment to the program goals, and pride in accomplishment. These powerful

motivating forces were absent from most departments participating in the

larger program, suggesting that an expanded program of departmental grants,

although administratively more complex, would have been much more successful.

particularly at the graduate level, is not likely to be successful when

approached in a blanket fashion with bold and sweeping multi-million dollar

projects, however satsifying such grants may be to foundations or federal

agencies. Smaller, more carefully targeted grants awaraed to institutions

or departments that genuinelywant to change promise to be far more cost-

effective.
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Smaller, more experimental grants are also called for whenever the

underlying theory, or understanding of how things work, is weak. In the

case of FFGP, $41 million were spent on an oversimplified and largely

inaccurate hypothesis regarding the factors that determine time to degree.

Perhaps no doubts existed in the minds of those who dreamed up the program,

but that seems unlikely. Where considerable uncertainty is present, prudence

would dictate small scale experimentation before millions of dollars are

invested.

Cc,acluding Comment

I have een harsh in my evaluation of FFGP because it was such a

poor4 design d vehicle to accomplish what was intended; however, a few

campensating remarks are in order. As a straight fellowsbip program, it

was no worse than any other, and it undeniably helped many able and

intelligent students through graduate school and into scholarly careers.

Furthermore, the money was allocated to universities of the highest quality,

and the assistance to humanities and social science disciplines was a

valuable offset to the heavy support that the federal goverameot was

bestowing on the sciences. In fact, if these were the real purposes of

the grant (as some participants suspect), it was then a pity to encumber

the awards with the specific objective of the four year PhD. had the

awards been made in a non-restrictive fashion, subject only to the request

that the money be used for student support in any way that would strengthen

graduate education (including, but not limited, to speeding up degree

completion), the results might have been far more interesting and creative.

As it was, the program gave rise to an unnecessary degree of cynicism and
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occasional bitterness on the campuses and within the Foundation, as it

became apparent that the program was not succeeding. On the caimpuses, these

feelings were motivated by a sense of guilt and defensiveness over the poor

results, while within the Foundation, the program is not viewed with

pride. Just a simple dhange of focus, of stated purpose, could have elim-

inated any possibility of ill will or sense of failure; herein may lie

the program's most imOortant lesson.



Appendix A

Comparisons of Proposed Budgets and Actual Expenditures

Under the Ford Foundation Graduate Program, by University
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University: _OA ELEY

st

Planned and Actual Financing of the Ford Foundation Graduate Program *

,
Projected Budget

Percent
Amount of total.

Actual Expenditures

Percent
Amount _oftelteI

tniversity Fellowships $900l600 7% $1440000 2%

Outside Fellowships 915,000 7% 2,061,300 29%

l'Teaching Assistantships 3,353,000 274% 921,300 13%

Ford Foundation 4,852,0001 3:-. 3:805,000 514

Caber . 2,626,000 23$ 127,000 2%

Total $12,646,000 00% 7,o58,000 100%

Difference between Projected and Actual Expenditures, by Category
1

Difference Percent Change

University Fellowsnips -756t600 -84% '

Outside Fellowships +1,146,3oo +125%

Teaching Assistantships
.---

-2,431,700 -73%

Ford Foundation -1,047,000V -22%

10ther -2,4990000 -95%

Total -5,588 000 -44%
--,

..

* Figures express total seven year expenditures for each category,

unless otherwise specified.

a. Although Berkeley requested $4.85 million from the Foundation,
aJgrant of.$4.3 million was awarded.

b. Based on origin4 request,for $4.85 million.
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University: BERKELEY

Per Studevt Breakdown of Graduate Program Outlays
go-

Projected cost

Per
t dent .4ar

_

-: W

Actual Expendi
ture per

student ear rce t Cha --

niversity Fellowships 290 70 -76%

tside Fellowshipa 291+

-

1,003 +2140%

inching Assistantships 1,078 448 -59%

ord Foundation 10560 1 851 +18% j
-93%

.,

.- 8144 62

otal 4,066 . 3,433 -16% I

timber of Student Years in Graduate Program, Projected and Actual

ear Projected
W

Actual

967-68 1146 140

968-69 297 309

963-70 456 388

970-71 622 327

971-72 622 262

972-73 476 . 254

'973-74 325 251
-1
ate]. Student Years

66 .--,-_225
3,110 2,056

a, Numbers accompanying original proposal.
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University: ChICAGO

Planned and Actual FinauciAg of the Ford Foundation Graduate Program *

Projected Budget

Percent

Amount of toltal

Actual Expenditure

Percedt

Anunt of tot8

University Fellowships $2,990,600 33% $3,178,600 34
Outside Fellowships 1,699,300 19% 1,947,025 21%

Teaching Assistantship- 150,000 2% 135,000 1%

Ford Foundation 4,000,000 44% 3,995,000 42%

Other 280,000 3% 170,000 2%

Total
$9,096,400 100% 9,425,625 100%

Difference between Projected and Actual Expenditures, by Category

Difference Percent Change

niversIty Fellowships +$188,000 4.6%

Outside Fellowalips + 247,725 4.15%

Teaching Assistantship= - 15,000 -10%

Ford Foundation - 5,000 -

other - 110,00D -39%

otal
,

+ 356,225 + 4%
--.4

* Figuies express total seven year expenditures for each category,

unless otherwise specified.
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University: ChICAGO

Ob.

Per Student Breakdown of Graduate Program Outlays

Projected cult
per

,

student year

. Actual Expendi
ture per

student year rcent Chance

University Fellowships 1,604 1,708 +TA

Outside Fellowships 912 1,046 +15%

Teaching Assistantships 80 73 9%

Awl Foundation 2,146 2 2 147

Other 150 91 739% _I,-,..-
'Total 4,880 5,065 + 4%

Number of Student Years in Graduate Program, Projected and Actual

Year Projecteti Actual

1967-68 :

1968-69 196 196
.

1969-70 288 274

970-71 450 479

1971-72 420 368

1972-73

__......._

300 287
.

973-74 150 122 ,

19'7/4-75
..

73
128&

;

Total Student Years ---4.---173-134

a. Number accompegying original proposal.
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5

Planned and Actual Financing of the. Ford Foundation. Graduate Program *

Projected Budget
Percent
of 1

Actual Expenditure
Percent

0,. of tate

/University Fellowships $21074,500 12% $1,286,700 10%

Outside Fellowships 7,992,600 48% 4,897,700 38%

Teaching Assistantship 2,366,900 14% 2,3181400 18%

Ford Foundation 4,000,000 24% 31997,300 31%

Other 356,900 2% 241,100 2%

Total
$16,790,900 100% $12,741,200

Difference between Projected and Actual Expenditures, by Category

. Difference Percent Change

University Fellowships -787,800 -38% '
_

Outside Fellowships -3,094,900 -39%

Teaching Assistantships .48,500 -2%

Ford Foundation -2,700 0

Other -115,800 -32%

Total
-4,049,700 -24% ..,

* Figures express total seven year expenditures for each category,

unless otherwise specified.



University: CORNELL

Per Student Breakdown of Graduate Program Outlays
,......_.,_......._.,..................jcka.,:_410.1114eLLI Yeara

Projected cost
per

t ent ar

Actual Expendi
ture per

student ear -e e._ -,
University Fellowships

.. -

778 586 -25%

Outside Fellowships
0.-----------------------
Teaching Assistantships
4..

2,996

887

2,231 -25% .

1,056 +19%

Tord FOundation 1,499 1,821 +21%
...

Miler 134 110 -18%

trotal 6,293 5,805 .

Number of Student Years in Graduate Program, Projected and Actual

Year
said/

Projected

.

Actual

1967-68 216 222,

668-69 388 352

1969-70 535 493 .

670-71 670 529

a971-72 451 337

1972-73 276
.4

201 -

1973-74 132 61 ..

Total Student Years 2,668 2,195

a. Numbers accompanying original proposel.

6
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University: _HARVABD

A 7

Planned and Actual Financing of the Ford Foundation Graduate Program *

Projected Budget

Percent
. of ,1

Actual EXpenditures

Percent
;,,,, i of total

University Fellowshipe $3,660,500

:24

26%

4 ho5 Ow
1,054,400

___. a-)

- 12%

Outside Fellowships al095,200 15% 1,0380900 _.- 12%

'Teaching Assistantships 3,809,100 27%
..

2,392,400 -- 27%

Ford Foundat.:on 4,400,000 31%
,

4,333,900 49%

Other i ft, )0 ,4 , ... - _

Total J..

-

$13,970,800 100% $ 8,810,000 100%

Difference between Projected and Actual Expenditures, by Category

Difference Percent Change

University Fellowships -2,612,100 -71% '

0mtside Fellowships -1,05C,300 5 %

Teaching Assistantshi-, -1,416,700 -37%
0.

Ford Foundation - 66,100 -2%

Other _ _

Total
, -5,160,800 -37% -

* Figures express total seven year expenditures for each category,

unless otherwise specified.
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University: HARVARD

Per Student Breakdown of Graduate Program Outlays

.........-

Projected cost
per

student year

Actual Expendi-o
ture per

student.year

470

percent am --

-60%niversity Fellawships 1,177

Iside Fellowships 673 463 31%

a/Aching Assistantships 1 223 1 066 -1A

c

-

rd Foundation 1,413 1,930

$ .er - ._

otal
4,486 3,924. -13%

Number of Student Years in Graduate Program, Projected and Actual

ear IProjected V Actual

967-68 285 275*
.

968-69 431 441

969-70 538

970-71 540 402

971-72 540 321

972-73 440 1

973-74 340
. 124

otal Student Years 3,114
,

2,245

a. numbers accompanying original proposal.

* includes the earlier cohorts of Prize Fellows, who were on TF's

in 3rd-4th year.



University: MICHIGAN

A 9

Planned and Actual Financing of the Ford Foundation Graduate Progrmn *

.

Projected Budget

Percent

Actual EXpenditure

Percent

nivereity Fellowships

..Aglglat---

$1,371,500 16%
2,3d310001111 2:

tside Fellowships

..----;-.......,--1--e-g-----.---------
666,500

2,1094,600 25%
teaching Assistantships 1,9o4l000 22%

rd Foundation 4.l000l00o 4..
..4

31963,300 47%

ther 6182000 7% -

tal $8,560,000 l00% $8,4401900 l00%

Difference between Projected ana Actual Expenditures, hy Category

Difference Percent Change

University Fellowships
+345,000 .

'

+13 -

Outside Fellowdhips

Teaching Assistantships +1901600 I-10%

Ford Foundation -36,700 - 1%

Other -618 000 -

Total
-119,100 - 1% --

* Figures express total seven year expenditures for each category,

unless otherwise specified.

a. University and Outside Fellowshlps were reported as a single,

pombined figure in the fignal report.
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University: MICHIGAN

Per Student Breakdown of Graduate Program Outlays

I V

Projected cyst
per -

et dent ar

Actual Expendi
ture per

student ear -ercent Cha

iniversity Fellowships $762

$1,051 -7%
tside Fellowships 370

Teaching Assis tantships 1 058 924 -13%

rd Foundation 2,222 1,747 -21i

.er
-------.............--,

343 - -

$4,755 $3,722 -22%otal

(-.

Number of Student Years in Graduate Program, Projected and Actual

rear Projected Actual

1967-68 --

968-69 __ __

1969-70 __

__

__

__

..........,
___

;77c:71

1971-72 __ __
.

1972-73 __ __ .,

1973-74 __ ,

Total Student Years
. 10800a/

,

2,2681/
---...

a. We were unable to reconstruct a consistent figura for the
projected number of students to be supported each year.

b. Estimated on the basis of 567 students supported for four
yyars each.
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University: PENNSYLUNIA

Planned and Actual Financing of the Ford Foundation Graduate Program *

Projected Budget

Percent
II of o 1

Actual Expenditure

Percent
j tvw oftota

niversity Fellowahips $2,792,000 22% $1,145,300 15%

tside Fellowships 3,240,000 25% 2,136,000 2904

Caching Assistantship 2,777,800 22% 1,129,000 15%

ord Foundation 4,000,000 31% 2,990,260 40%

ther
ONO =II

.111MI

Total
12,809,900 100% $7,400,600

Difference between Projected and Actual Expenditures, by Categogy

Difference Percent Change

niversity Fellowships . -1,646,700 -59%

tside Fellowships -1,104,000 -34%

Teaching Ass istaatships -1,648,80o -59%

Ford Foundation -1,009,740 -25%

tber - -..
-

otal

-

-5,4900300 -42% _.-.

.

* Figures express total seven year expenditures for each category,

unless otherwise specified.
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University: PENNSYLVANIA

Per Student Breakdown of Graduate Program Outlays

Projected cast
per , ,

stwlent uar

,

Actual Expendi
ture per

student /ea r. ercent Chanw

niversity Fellowships

. ... .

938 704 -a5%

tside Fellowships 1,089 1,314 +21%

witching Assistantships 933 694 -27%

rd Foundation 1,344 1,839 +37%

e a -

.tal 4,304

Number of Student Years in Graduate Prograw, Projected and Actual

Year Projected Actual

_....-..

1967-68 186 194

WEI 69 372 272

1969 ''710 558 277

1970-71 744 254

1971-72 558 230

1972-73 372 .217

1973-74
186 182

Total Student Years 2,976 1,626
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A 13

Planned and Actual Financing of the Ford Foundation Graduate Progrmm *

Projected Budget
dp

Percent

Amount _of kIal

Actual Expenditures

Percent
Amoyat oftotal

University Fellowships $3,080,000 11.4% $5,144,000 26%

Outside Fellowships 15,260,000 57% 8,901,700 45%

Teaching Assistantships 1,405,000 5% 1,592,100 a%

Ford Foundation 7,070,001 26% 3,999,700 20%

Other 156l000 .0% 35,000 .2%

Total
$26,971,000 100% $19,672,000 100%

Difference between Projected and Actual Expenditures, by Category

. Difference Percent Change

University Fellowships +2,064,000 +67%

Outside Fellowships -6,358,300 -42%

Teaching Assistantships +187,100 +13%

Ford Foundation -3,070,30;7

Other
121 GOO -7**

Total
. -7,299,000 -27% --

* Figures express total seven year expenditures for each category,

unless otherwise specified.

a. Princeton requested $7.07 million from the Foundation but received
only $4.0 million. A modified proposal reflecting thHt change was not prepared.

b. Comparison oased.on the origiaal proposal that requested $Y.07 million.

IA
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PRINCETONUniversity:

=Mb

Per Student Breakdown of Graduate Program Outlays
_ ..

,

Projected cost
per

,

student year

Actual Expeadi-.
ture per

student year rce Clla

niversity Fellowships

....
.

624 1,201

tside Fellowships 3,091 2,078 -33%

eaching Assistantships 285 372 +3c%

ord Foundation 1,432 934 -35%

11 .er 32 8 -75%

otal 5,463
4,59'. -16% 1

Number of Student Years in Graduate Program, Projected and Actual

Year 'rejected Actual

4967-68 631 596

1968-69 659 615

1969-70 688 620
.

970-71 715 606

1971-72 743 581

1972-73 748 628

1973-74 753 637
.,

Total Student Years
_

4,937 4,283

;

1 4



University: STANFORD

15

Planned aped Actual Financing of the Ford Foundation Graduate Program *

Projected Budget

Percent
of -1

Actual Elpenditure-

Percent
., of -

niversity Fellowships $2,852,000 21% 3,023,500 19%

ide Fellowships 4,831,000 36% 6,022,000 314

ching Assistantshi 10811,500 13% 208870000 18%

rd Foundation 400010000 30% 40000,000 24

ther __ - __ _

otal
$13,4950000 $160000,000 100%

a

Difference between1Projected and Actual ExTendituree: by Category
..----.

Difference

-----.....1

Percent Change

University Fellowships +171,500 4-6% 1

Cmtside Fellowships
,

..
+1,1910100 +25%

Teaching Assistantships +1,0751300 +63%

"rd Foundation .
+ 1,000 -

.....------,

Other
.

-----,

-- _
-.....__.......

'Total

_..

+2,5050000

k_

-,

* Figures express total seven year expenditures for each category,

unless otherwise specified.
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University: STANFoRD

Par Student Breakdown of Graduate Program Outlays

Projected cost
per , 1

stgdant mgar

$849

Actual Expendi-
ture per

student year 1*ercent

.

Chanzc

-10%niversity Fellowships $767

zside Fellowships 1,438 1,528 + 6%

Teaching Assistantships 539 733 3

Ford Foundation 10191 1,015 -15%

Other ...... -

otal
$4,016 $4,o6o + 1%

Number of Student Years in Uraduate Program, Projected and Actual

ear Projected Actual

1967-68 300 346

668-69 525 611

1969-70
705 797

.

670-71 84o 848

1971-72 54o
....,

582

i972 -73 315
.'

456

1973-74 135 301

Total Student Years 3,360 3,941



University: WISCONSIN
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Planned and Actual Financing of the Ford Foundation Graduate Program *

Projected Budget Actual Expenditure

; ti

Percent
of =1

niversity Fellowship $9,550,000 15.5%

tside Fellowahip 16,265,000 26.4%

etching Assistantships 20,500,000 33.3%

.ord Foundation
ol

.5,145,0 8.4%

;

Percent
of USA

$3,287,800

6,3430700

11,521,000

4,400,000 9.5%

10,150,000 16.5% 20,7720600 44.81%

otal $61,610,000 100.0% $46,325,900 100.0%

Difference between Projected and Actual Expenditures, by Categogy

Difference Percent Change

niversity Fellowships
,

-612621200

Outside Fellowships -9,921,300 -61.0%

Teaching Assistantship.= -8,9781200

-745,000-7b----.Ford Foundation

ther +10,622,600 +104.7%
o

otal
, 1502d4,100 - 24.8%

* Figures express total seven year expenditures for each category,

unless otherwise specified.

a. Wisconsin requested $5.145 million from the Foundation, but received
oaly44.4 million. A modified proposal reflecting that change was not prepared.

b. Comparison based un the original proposal that requested $5.145 million.



University: WiSarZiN

Per Student Breakdown of Graduate Pragram Outlays

A .1t-

Projected ccet
per , ,

student par

Actual Expendil
ture per 1

student year l'ercent

$185

Chanz%

3 '

niversity Fellowships $303

tside Fellowships 517 358 -31%

Teaching Assistantships 651 649 -

Ford Foundation 164 248 +54

er 323 1,171 +263%

otal $1,957 $2,611 +33%

Number of Student Years in Graduate Program, Projected and Actual

Year Projected Actwal

1967-68
3,450 3,414

4

3,955 3,513

1969-70 4,25 2,327k

5-970-71 4,460 2,272

1971-72 4,810 2 180

1972-73
5 105 2,062

973-74 5,45o
1,976

Total Student Years 31,475 17,744

* Fewer departments participating.
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University:

Planned and Actual Financing of the Ford Foundatioil Graduate Program *

,

Projected B.Aget

Percent

Amount of otal

$8,197,000 33%

Actual Expenditure

Percent
ii . 9 of tots

$4,691,263 281University Fellowships

Outside Fellowships 111!,14, 44, 7,749,964 40%

Teaching Assistantships .05,000 3% NA NA

Ford Foundation 4,400,000 18% 14,399,999 24
ther eb0,933 1% 8,76

Total
, $26,977,u85 100% $16,849,944 100%

Difference between Prot:ected and Actual Expenditures, by Category

Difference Percent Change

University Fellowships :3,505,757 -43%

Outside Fellowships -3,.)641(,ec. -32%

Teaching Assistantships :,J.A 'IA
ros., A.

Ford Foundation 1 0

ther
-252,1c,5 -94

Total
-,127,741 -33%

* Figures express total seven year expenditures for each category,

unless otherwise specified.
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University:

Per Student Breakdown of Graduate Program Outlays

Projected coat

per
student year

Actual Erpeadin
ture per i

student year eecent Chan

liversity Fellowships $1,445 $ 856 -41%

tside Fellowships 1,995 1,414 -29%

clang Assistantships 142 NA NA

776 803 4Ford Foundation

s .er 46 2 -96%

otal
$4,404 $3,074 -30V.,

Number of Student Years in Craduate Program, Projected and Actual

rear Projected

....--,

Actual

1967-648 374 340

716 720

1969-70 1,047 996

670-71 1,371 1,145

1971-72 1,058 962

1972-73 721
.

758

1973-74
385

.

560
--,

Total Student Years
,)1,672 5,481
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Individuals Interviewed on Site Visits at the Ten Universities



Appendix B

Individuals Interviewed on Site Visits at the Ten Universitties

Albert H. Bowker, Chancellor.

Saaford S. Elberg, Dean, and Eugene A. Hammel, Associate Dean,

Graduate School.

Ralph W. Rader, Chairman, Graduate Studies, English Department.

Victor Jones, Chairman; Carl G. Rosberg, former Chairman; and

Barbara Darnell, Administrative Assistant; Professors Jack Citrin, James

Boyd, and Ken Dowitt, Political Science Department.

Benson Mates, Chairman, and Barry G. Stroud, Graduate Student

Aaviser, Philosophy Department.

Robert J. Brentano, Chairman, Graduate Advisory Committee (1967-69

and 197.:c-(5), and Ge_ A. Brucker, Chairman 0969-72), History Department.

Neil Smelser, Chairman, Sociology Department.

Earl R. Rolph, Chairman, and Steven M. Goldman, Chairman of the Graduate

Committee, Ecunomics Department.

Unive_rsitY of Cb;eago:

D. Gale johns,m, Provost and Eliakim Hastings Moore Distinguished

S-rvice Professor, Department of Economics.

Manley H. Thompson, Jr., Professor, Department of Philosophy and

the College.

Stuart M. Tave, William Rainey Harper Professor in the College

and Professor and Chairman, Department of English.
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Peter F. Dembowski, Professor and Chairman, Department of Romance

Languages and Literature.

Catherine Ham, Associate Professor and Lecturer, Department of

English, and Dean of Students, Division of humanities.

Emmet Larkin, Professor, Department cif History.

Joseph Cropsey, Professor, Department of Political Science.

Kenneth J. Rehage, Professor Emeritus, Department of Education

and Graduate School of Education, and Dean of Students, Division of Social

Sciences.

Cprnel; 9nivers1,Im:

W. Donald Cooke, Vice President fur Research, former Dean, Graduate

School, and William W. Lambert, Dean, Graduate School.

Alice Colby and John W. Kronik, Professors, Romance Studies.

Donald haye-s, Chairman, Sociology Department.

Richard Polenberg and Joel Silbey, Professors of history.

Jean Blackall and Phillip Marcus, Professors, English Department.

R.C. Stalnaker and David Lyons, Professors, Department of Philosophy.

George Staller and Peter McClelland,,Professors of Economics.

lianterci UriiversitY:

Burton Dreben, Dean; Pater McKinney, Administrative Dean; Nina

Hillgarth, Assistant to the Dean and Director of Special Students; and

Donna Martyn, Assistant to the Dean, Graduate School of Arts and Sciences.

Reginald Phelps, former Associate Dean, Graduate School of Arts

and Sciences.

Jack Stein, Professor of German.
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Morton Bloomfield, Professor of English.

Bernard Bailyn, Professor of History.

James Duesenberry, Professor of Economics.

Wendell Clausen, Professor of Classics.

UniversitY of Wel-lion, Ann Arbor:

Alfred Sussman, Dean, and George E. Hay, Associate Dean, School of

Graduate Studies.

Robben Flelming, President.

Gayl D. Ness Associate Chairman, Sociology Department.

M.D. Cameron, Professor of Classics.

Jay L. Robinson, Chairman; Richard Bailey, Graduate Chairman;

and Hugh English, former Graduate Chairman, English Language and Literature

Department.

Jaegwon Kim, Acting Chairman, Department of Philosophy.

Harold T. Shapiro, Chairman, and Robert Holbrook, Chairman,

Graduate Studies, Economics Dekartment.

R. A. Rappaport, Chairman; Richard Ford, Director of the Museum

of Anthropology; and William Shorter, Director of the Center for Near

Eastern and North African Studies, former Chairman, Department of Anthropology.

aalyaregiLL_Qf_praaigalysaijaaja:
Donald H. Langenberg, Dean, Graduate School (since 1974); Michael

H. Jameson, Dean (1966-68); John H. Hobstetter, Dean (1968-70); Daniel J.

O'Kane, Dean (1970-74); and Arthur A. Brennan, Jr., Assistant to the Dean

(since 1968);

Jere R. Behrman, Chairman, Department of Economics, and Robert B.

Summers, Chairman, Graduate Group in Economics.

15..i
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Francis E. Johnston, Chairman, Department of Anthropology.

Martin Meyerson, President.

Joel 0. Conarroe, Chairman, Department of English, and Robert F.

Lucid, Chairman, Graduate Group in English.

Frank P. Bowan, Chairman, French Department, and Russell P. Sebold,

Chairman, Spanish Department (Romance Languages).

Renee C. Fox, Chairperson, Department of Sociology, and E. Digby

Baltzell, Chairman,Sociology Group,

Richard S. Dunn, Chairman, History Department; Robert M. Hartwell,

Chairman, Graduate Group in History; and John Shover, former Graduate Group

Chairman.

Princeton Qniversity:

Alvin B. Kernan, Dean, Graduate School, and David Redman, Assistant

Dean, Graduate School.

Paul Benacereff, Professor of Philosophy, former Dean, Graduate

School (1965-67).

John Fleming, Dudley. Johnson, and Walter Litz, Professors of English,

at different times Director of Graduate Studies in English.

Karl Uitti, Chairman, and Edmund King, Director, Graduate Studies,

Romance Language Department,

Henry S. Biener, Chairman, Department of Politics.

Michael Rothschild, Director of Graduate Studies, Economics Department.
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anford UnlversiV:

Bliss Carnochan, Dean; Lincoln Moses, former Dean; and Merrill

Carlsmith, former Associate Dean, Graduate School,

Richard W. LyMan, President.

Virgil K. Whitaker, former Dean, Graduate School.

Alphonse Juilland, Chairman, and Raymond Giraud, former Chairman,

Department of French ana Italian.

Charles Fifer, Director, Graduate Studies, 1967-69; Tom Moser

Chairman, 1967-68; Ron Rebholz, Director, Graduate Studies, 1974-75; and

John Loftis, Chairman, English Department.

George Knowles, Chairman (1967-72), and John Wirth, former member,

Graduate AdmisSions Committee, History Department.

James Rosse, former Director of Graduate Studies, Economics

Department.

Frank Cancian, Chairman, and Ben Paul, Director of Graduate Support,

Anthropology Department.

versity_of Wscoin4 NAlidispn:

Edwin Young, Chancellor.

Robert M. Bock, Dean, Graduate School; Ian C. Loram, Associate Dean,

sad Mareda Weiss, Assistant Dean, Graduate School; Gwen Wachal, Graduate School

Fellowships Advisor.

Bryant Kearl, Professor, Agricultural Economicb, former Graduate

School Dean and Vice Chancellor.

Burton Weisbrod, Professor, former Chairman, Admissions and Financial

Aid; Judy Craig, Graduate Advisor, Department of Economics.
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Robert Nesbit, Assistant Gnairman; Domenico Sells, Professor,

Former Fellowships Chairman, History Department.

M. Crawford Young, ProfesSor, former Graduate School Dean and

Department Chairman; Dennis Dresang, Associate Chairman, Political Science

Department.

Jahn Moulton, Assistant to the Chairman; Gerald MacCallum, Professor,

former Department Chairman, Philosophy Department.

Herbert Gochberg, Chairman; Merle Perkins, Fellowships Chairman;

Christopher Kleinhenz, Associate Chairman, French and Italian Department.

Earl Aldrich, Chairman; E.R. Mulvihill, Associate Dean L&S, former

Department Chairman, Spanish and Portuguese Department.

Standish Henning, Director, Graduate Division; Edgar Lacy. Associate

Chairman, English Department.

yale University:

Jaroslav J. Pelikan, Jr., Dean, and Paul Darlington, Assistant Dean,

Graduate School.

John W. Hall, Chairman, History Department.

James Tobin, Chairman, Economics Department.

Karsten harries, Chairman, Philosophy Department.

Kingman Brewster, President.

A. Dwight Culler, Chairman, English Department.

John Perry Miller, former Dean, Graduate School.

Joseph La Palombara, Chairman, David Mayhew, Bruce Russett, and

William Foltz, professors, Political Science Department.


